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1990 Term 1 1 ' J  CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE I 
SEPT. Monday 3rd Commencement of Session. I 
COISTE GAIRM-OIDEACHAIS CHATHAIR ATHA CLIATH 
I 
Commencement of apprenticeship courses 
except where otherwise arranged, 
Interviews and enrolments for part-time and . [  , . 
evening courses commence except where 
otherwise arranged. p. 
Wholetime classes commence except where 
otherwise arranged. 
Part-time and evening classes commence . . 
except where otherwise arranged. 
DEC. Final class meetings of first term. 
TERM 2 
All classes resume. 
Closing date for all Irish and other EC 
applications to wholetime courses for I991192 
session. I 
Final class meetings of second term except 
where otherwise arranged. I 
TERM 3 
All classes resume. 
onday 13th Commencement of College Summer 
Examination programme except where 
otherwise arranged. 
Thursday 20th All classes terminate except where otherwise 
arranged. 
&ELEASE DATES FOR ENGINEERING APPRENTICES 
Term 1 1990 Monday I st October - Fridays14th December 
Term 2 1991 Monday 7th January - Friday 22nd March , 
Term 3 1991 Monday 8th April - Thursday 20th June 
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INSTlTlU ID TEICNEOLAIOCHTA BHAILE ATHA CLIATH 
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YF-~SOLTON STREET 
"O-mdh DUBLIN 1 
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SRAID BHOLTUIN 
BAILE ATHA CLIATH 1 
.?F 
Classes will close on public holidays during the session (viz 29th October; 18t  
March; 3rd June) and on Church Holidays except where otherwise arranged.) 
NOTE: This Calendar is subject to  alteration during the ~ess ioh ;  ' ' - .  
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College of Technology Bolton Street Dublin 1 Phone 7271 77 Fax 727879 
School of Trades Yarnhall Street Dublin 1 Pholne 7271 77 
Annex 23-27 Beresford Street Dublin 7 Phone 7271 57 
I ne information in this Prospectus is intended as a guide for persons seeking 
admission to the College and shall not be deemed to  constitute a contract, or- 
the terms thereaf, between the College and a student or any third party. The 
colleg@ r.aa~tstwm the t4@$ fB- clhartge or r n ~ d ~ y  an  o"f the courses or information 
given in t)ie Praspecltue wiXhout prim notice. 
Enquiries should ka direaed to The SecretaryIRegistrar of the College. 
Published in August T 9'90. 
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GUIDE TO TECHNOLOGICAL AND TECHNICIAN COURSES 
Whole-time B 1 01 
Courses B102 
8103 
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ARCHITECTURE, SURYEYIlNG & BUILDING 
Architecture - DiplomaIDegree 
Architectural Technician Diploma 
Planning Technician Certificate 
Property Economics DiplomaIDegree 
Construction Economics DiplomalDegree 
Construction Technician CertificateIDiploma 
Geo-Surveying Technician CertificatelDiploma 
Urban Design (Post Graduate) 
Auctioneering Valuation & Estate Agency 
CertificateIDiploma 
Buildings Maintenancee Technician Certificate 
Construction Technician CertificateIDiploma 
Construction Economics DiplomaIDegree 







E4 Professional Course in Surveying and Construction 43 
E5 Graduate Diploma in Arbitration Law 
E6 
43 
Graduate Diploma in International Arbitration Law 43 
E7 Graduate Diploma in Land Use Economics 
E9 
45 
Short Courses 45 
ENGINEERING 
B 1 20 Preliminary Engineering 
B 1 2 1 Building Services Engineering DiplomalDegree 
B 122 Mechanical Engineering - DiplomalDegree 
, , 2 B 123 Production Engineering - DiplomalDegree 
- iw.-~-~ B 1 24 Structural Engineering - DiplomalDegree 
. :-wm B1 26 Civil Engineering Technician Certificate and Diploma 
M 
81 27 Building Services Engineering Technician Certificate 
and Diploma 
B128 Mechanical Engineering Technician Certificate and 
Diploma 
B150 Technician Certificate in Transport Engineering - 
Diploma in Motor Industry Management 
B 160 Aircraft Technicians 
424 1 Ziraduats CDdlne in Engineering 64 
D43C Civil Engineering Technician Certificate and Diploma 64 
ID 43M Meehanlical Erlgineerfng Teohnk6i~an CmWieate and 
Diploma 65 
~ 4 3 ~  Byilldinas Savices ~ngiheering feehnicisn 
Certificsts and Diploma 66 
D47 Mechanical Engineering Technkian 67 
D 59 Engineering Short .t~u~ra,css 87 
E41 Graduate Cauwes in <Engiwgring 89 
E42 Mechanical Engineering Tebhnological Certificate 
X! 
69 
E43C Civil En~iinaerjng Te~hnteihn IGeflifimte 70 
(iv) 
he-time D 1 0 1 A 
Day Courses D I 0 1 B 
D 1 02A 
D 1 02B 
D 105A 
D 105B 
D l 0 7  
D l  11A 
D l  1 l B  
D l 1 2  
D l 2 0  
Mechanical Engineering Technician Certificate 70 
Building Services Engineering Technician Certificate 71 
Mechanical Engineering Technician 71 
Structural Design 
Industrial Management CertificateIDiploma 
Ref rigeration Enlgineering Technicians 
Domestic Heating and Environmental Coursefi, 
Fire Engineering !I_.* ' .EL; ..Y Road Transport 74 
Motor Industry Management b;+J@i 74 
Automobile Engineering 75 
Flight Operations Officer (Dispatcher 
- - I [; 7 5.. Production Planning (I.A.T.A.) 743 
Aircraft Maintenance Engineers' Licences 
r 
76 \ 
Jet Engine Overhaul Procedures 77 
Basic Aeronautical Engineering Certificates 77 
Private Aircraft Pilots Licence 77 
Introductory Computer Programming 78 
Computer Programming 78 
TRADE AND CRAFT-RELATED COURSES 
Brickwork - Day Release 
Brickwork - Off the Job 
Plasterwork - Day Release 
Plasterwork - Off the Job 
Painting and Decorating - Day Release 
Painting and Decorating - Off the Job 
Vehicle Building - Day Release 
CabinetmakinglChairmaking - Day Release 
CabinetmakinglChairmaking - Off the Job 
Upholstery ' 
Craft Technician Certificate in Building - Day 
Release 
Carpentry & Joinery - Day Release 
Carpentry & Joinery - Off the Job 
Woodcutting Machinists' Work - Off the Job 
Woodcutting Machinists' - Off the Job 
Heavy Vehicle Mechanics - Off the Job 
Heavy Vehicle Mechanics - Block Release 
Heavy Vehicle Mechanics - Day Release 
Motor Cycle Mechanics - Day Release 
Light Vehicle Mechanics - Off the Job 
Light Vehicle Mechanics - Block Release 
Light Vehicle Mechanics - Day Release 
Light Vehicle Mechanics - Off the Job 
Light Vehicle Mechanics - Day Release 
Construction Plant Fitters - Off the Job 
Construction Plant Fitters - Block Release 
Construction Plant Fitters - Day Release 
Motor yehicle Parts Personnel 
Light Vehicle Body Repair - Off the Job 
Lighit Vehicle Body Repair - Block Release 
Light Vehicle Body Repair - Day Release 
Automo~bile Engineering Technicians 
Automobile Engineering Updating Course 
Fitting, Turning and Maintenance - Day Release 
Fitting, Turning and Maintenance - Off the Job 
Fitting, Turning and Maintenance - Block Release 
Toolmaking 
Welding - Day Release 
Short Courses in Welding Processes 
Foundry Work - Block Release 
Sheetmetal Work - Day Release 
Metal Fabrication - Day Release 
Metal Fabrication - Off the Job 
Plumbing - Day Release 
Plumbing - Off the Job 
Craft Technician Certificate in Plumbing 
Evening E l  01 
Co~mgb) E l 0 2  
E 1 04A 
E 1 04B 
E l 0 5  
E l 0 6  
E l 0 7  
E l 1 1  
E l  
E l 2 0  
E l 2 1  
E12W 
E l  22B 
E 12'5 
El28 
E l 3 0  
E 1 33A 
El336 
E 1 33C 
E l  36 
El343 
E l 4 0  
E14lA 
E141B 
E l416  
E 1'41 P 
E141f 
E141F 
E l 4 1 6  
E l 4 2  
Brickwork 
Plasterwork 
Cokour in Building Work 
Design in Building Wark 
Painting and Dscoration 
Signwoik 4Advamcd) 
Vehicle Bdy BuFMing 
Cabinetmskin@Cheirmaking 
Cssrn8wuctian T)whnj;ailan Course 
ClraFlz T~ahrikbn Cwtidkate Caurse in Building 
Carpdsntry B ddmry - Advanced 
WoMcw- Ma&jn&s 
Wo~dcu t thd  Maahidst8 
Motor Cycle Mechanics 
~Csn~pul=tio'n Pimz F.i!%t&~,s 
Motbr VdhlFche Parts Personnel 
~ ~ @ r :  hh!c k Oiwnostic Twhniquss 
krar-."ad&bk Garnpremed Ailr S y ~ e m s  
M~tm %&~E!IB Eil&&e ktwtm;~1-icb 
Rcrfmifh~r Cautme for Matar M.~;ahdnics 
Wa&y Cs~tmb 
Eh&rm@cing ,8yeterns Mohhtenan~s~e Cmpetences 
Bask WCjCMC 
@BES~Q CAMCAD 
Mra3a Fbo!b&b T a ~ b ~ k g y  
,MC!CK MmMe Setting and Qpration 
MCEW -- Prrrl~ Pragrmming 
RlrCr'C#Ii@ - rgrelvancred Part Proigr-amming 
Cornpwt~c &41,de~ baughti~ng 
Ils'l~baniaal E~sginwwhg Craqfit gta&es with options 
in &Whining, ~Mei~ntenanm, To@J~makiw and 
las@Mion 
I &re a d  Oxy Ac-ne 
Shialcbd & r ~  "W@Idhg 
(vii) 
Welding Advanced (Pipe) 
Welding Advanced (Plate) 
Casting Technology - Modern Methods 
Metal Casting Appreciation 
Art Metal Casting 
Craft Technician Certificate Course in Metal 
Fabrication and Welding 
Sheetmetal Work 
Sheetmetal Work - Updating of Skills 
Metal Fabrication 
Plumbing 
Craft Technician Certificate Course in Plumbing 
Aeronautical Engineering c~o$y$~fgn~~ssy 107-* 
-? ; .p& T-z*-:?'c< 
p.-=, 
-@P ?+ ;. id;- . + ; _ - ,- -1 - - L 
,4 +is kL ,+,<---.- - - 
;>- , - -,; .$f---:< -;<:: 
Technician Certit~cate in PrintingIDiploma in Printing 
Management 109 




lntroduction to Printing Technology 
Cost Accountancy for Printers 
Cost Estimating for Printers 
Paper Technology and Marketing 
Design for Printing 
lntroduction to Management (Graphic Industries) 
Packaging Technology 
Print Sales 
Book and Archive Restoration 
Print Finishing 
Bookbinding and Print Finishing (Retraining) 
Lithography and Photo-Lithography (Retraining) 
Electronic Composition 
Origination/Planning/Camera 
Desk Top Publishing 
Screen Printing 
Institicid Teicneolaiochta Bhaile Atha Cliath 
AN COLAISTE TE~CNEOLA~OCHTA SRAID BHOLTUIN 
Is cuid d'lnstitiliid Teicneolaiochta Bhaile Atha Cliath an 
Colaiste seo. Cuirdeadh an t-lnstitiliid ar bun sa bhliain 1978 
chun na coldisti den tri l i leibheal at4 faoi chdram Choiste 
Gairm-Oideachais Cathair Atha Cliath a chomhnascadh. San 
lnstitiliid t4 breis is 1,500 foireann teagaisc agus 22,000 
mac 16innfi,-,, . . 
,a2"*v- A - 2.- - --, # - -  . / 
TA an ColAiste seo faoi stilird ag Comhairle an Choldiste, fo- 
choiste den Choiste Gairm-Oideachais. Td scoileanna sa 
CholAiste, mar a leanas:nf?H ~ I C : C J G ~ U  i ? Z  L I ~ I : J \ C ~ J : ~  7 h2 " r' 




Td clirsai 1An-aimsire agus piiirt-aimsire ar fail ar leibheal na 
teicneolaiochta, teicneoireachta agus cardanna. TA deontas 
St6it agus scolAireachtai iniochta, i gciisanna Airithe, do mhic 
San mbuneolaire seo, t A  cur sios ar na clirsai bagslila, na 
cdiliochtai iontrdla agus na c6iliochtai gur feidir a bhaint 
amach (teastas, barrhntas, comhaltachas i gcumainn 
gh  a W B i m  ollscoile). -awl a 
z+asllt rn Wf3 
Tagann na ddltai6 gach cuid den tir . cuid acu 6n @-3 
nGaeltacht, cuid eile dn iasacht. Td sliil ag lucht a m - t J  
gCol6iste go nglacfaidh na mic leinn pdirt gniomhach i saol 




In 1887 the first City of Dublin Technical School was 
established in Kevin Street and from that initiative the present 
system of schools and colleges developed. The College in 
Bolton Street was opened in 191 1 to provide education in 
Building, Engineering and Printing, lines of specialisation which 
have continued down to  the present day. The first whole-time 
day courses commenced in 1920 with the inauguration of an 
apprentice Scholarship Scheme. With the establishment of an 
Irish Government, technical education came within the aegis of 
the Department of Education. A Commission which was 
established in 1926 made recommendations for developments 
which led to the Vocational Education Act of 1930. The system 
of schools and colleges expanded in succeeding decades under 
the City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee, and the 
Bolton Street College was enlarged with additional buildings in 
1958, 1963, 1981 and 1987. The development of professional 
and technician courses began in the 1940's and over the years 
these gained the recognition of professional and academic 
bodies in Ireland and other countries. 
m.7: 
DubEf n In 1978 the Dublin Institute of Technology was established by 
~ ~ ~ w m e n t a l  Departmental Boards are concerned with the development of Institute of the Vocational Education Committee to co-ordinate the work of B,, courses and facilities at Departmental level. There are Course ' Technology its six colleges. Bolton Street is the largest of the colleges; the Committees to  advise on the development of major courses. 
, 
I other constituent Colleges are the College of Technology Kevin There are also Advisory Committees for major disciplines whic Street, the College of Commerce, the Dublin College of assist the College in keeping courses abreast of developments 
I Catering, the College of Music and the College of Marketing and in their professional and industrial fields. 4 
Design. Its work and awards have attained wide national and 8 
international recognition from academic and profe~s~ional bodies Recent A major new extension to  the college was completed during the (= 
and other appropriate employer organisations. College 1987188 session significantly enhancing its accommodation and L Over 1,500 teaching staff are primarily concerned with teaching h v e l q  ts facilities. This includes a new library with seating for 450 22,000 students attending wholetime and part-time third level students; a major new restaurant with similar seating capacity, and apprentice courses. The lnstitute is involved in research and much improved student facilities including social areas, student 
development, and there is a growing demand for advisory and shop, bank and first aid room; a large lecture theatre with 320 .' 
consultative services. m seats; and a range of drawing studios, classrooms, staff office and other accommodation. 
The Colleges of the lnstitute have played a leading role in the 
evolution of technical and tachnotogical education in Ireland and Further enhancements were implemented during the 1 988189 
continue to be involved with the latest developments in session including the refurbishment of parts of the College 
technology and commerce, maintaining their commitment t o  vacated following the transfer of some activities to  the 
industrial, economic and cultural development. Extension. These include a new staff common room, new 
Advanced Manufacturing and Building Science laboratories and 
Ir 
The College provides a wide range of courses on the full-time, further development of the College's computing facilities which 
part-time evening and block release basis, as well as some are linked through high speed data circuits to  a major central 
short courses. It has a total teaching establishment of 350 and DIT computing facility located at the DIT offices at 1 4  Upper 
now caters for 7,000 students. The College aims to  provide an Mount Street. 
integrated system of education from craft apprenticeship to 
degree and professional levels in the sectors for which it has 
special responsibility. These include the Construction, 
Engineering, Printing and Transport industries and it plays a r  
important national role in responding to  their various needs. 
The general direction of the College is under the control of the 
College Council which is a sub-committee of the V.E.C. The 
Council consists of nine members nominated by the V.E.C., The 
Principal of the College, a member of academic staff elected by 
:he staff and a student member nominateed by the students- 
union. Its terms of reference include approval of annual 
estimates of expenditure, approval of the range of courses 
offered, staff and student matters, responsibility for buildings 
and other facilities, and generally examining any maj 
proposals for the development of the College. 
he College Executive Board helps in co-ordinating the work of 
he College and its academic programmes. It is comprised of 
he Principal, Heads of Schools, and Heads of Departments. 
mic Board has responsibility for approving and 
courses leading to  CollegeIDIT awards, including 
ns and student admission requirements. It also has 
nt  role in promoting research and developing College 
I mlc policy. Its membership is comprised of the Principal, s of Schools, Heads of Departments and other nominated A view of the College's new Auditorium. 3 

This enabled applicants who wished to  change the order of 
and/or replace any or all of their original course preferences in 
the light of their 1990 school leaving examinations or new 
career plans. This facility was not, however, available in the 
case of some courses for which aptitude test/interview/portfolio 
assessments had already been held as indicated on the Part 2 
applications form. 
Due to severe time constraints in the final processing of 
applications in late August, applicants were advised that the 
lnstitute had to adhere strictly to  the Part 2 DIT application 
closing date. 
The return of the Part 2 DIT application form was specified as 
an essential part of the application procedure. Candidates not 
returning it to the DIT Admissions Office by the specified 
closing date could not be considered further by the lnstitute as 
their applications were deemed to  have lapsed. 
Applicants who were likely to be away from their permanent 
home address around this period were advised t o  arrange with 
a reliable person to  deal promptly with DIT correspondence. In 
this context applicants were asked to note the importance of 
their permanent home address as specified on their Part 1 DIT 
application form and to  notify any change in this address to the 
Institute in writing. 
Mexnoa OT :) F 'qT-Tl rT DAY A"? E'""'NG COURSEr 
atiorl for admission to  
part-time and evening courses in advance of the enrolment date 
o commence on 10th September 1990, 
should report in person to  the college 
olment hours from 6.30 p.m. to 
e Applicants are placed in order of educational score merit i 
accordance with the points system shown below, allocated to  
the results in five subjects (technician courses) or six subjects 
(degree level courses) obtained in one or more school leaving 
examinations, having regard to the relevant course entry 
requirements. Obligatory subjects are scored together with the 
best three or four other subjects as appropriate in determining 
the overall score. Generally demand exceeds the number of 
places available and qualifications above the minimum are 
ses (i.e. FTOl/B101 
and B102) applicants were required to take a suitability 
W test and this was used in determining which applicants 
were called for interview. The results of suitability tests 
and interviews are combined with the total educational 
points scored in five or six subjects as described above so 
as to  produce an overall rating. 
(ii) In the case of the professionalldegree level courses in 
Surveying and Engineering (i.e. FT02IB111, FT03lBT110, 
FT04lB121-124) the selection is based on the educational 
score in six subjects as already described. 
(iii) In thecase of coursesB114, B115, B116, B120, B12 
B127 and 8 1  28 the selection is based on five subjects 
scored as described above. 
(iv) In the case of all other courses qualified applicants may be 
called for interview and the results of this will be combined 1 
GENERAL POINTS SCORES FOR DIFFERENT EXAMINATION 
GRADES 
EN" 'IMCED POtNTS WEIG"TI#GS 
In k~dluat ing educational sb~ res  for the Engineering Degree 
Courses (FT04) the following points are awarded to  grades A to  
C on their Higher Leaving Certificate paper in Mathematics are 
A - 14, B - 12, C - 10. Similarly the points awarded to  
grades A to  C on the Higher Leaving Certificate papers in 
Physics, Chemistry, Physics with Chemistry, Applied 
Mathematics and Engineering are: A - 11, B - 9, C - 7. o 
additional weighting is applied t o  Ordinary Level Leaving 
N 
Certificate or Matriculation Grades. 
In evaluating educational scores for the Engineering Technician 
Courses B 126, B 127 and B 128 and Course B 120 enhanced 
points are awarded to  Mathematics and a number of other 
subjects of special relevance* (viz Physics, Chemistry, Physics 
with Chemistry, 
Amlied Mathematics. Buildina Construction. Technical Drawina 
" 
and Engineering) in accordance with the following table: 
Leaving Certificate Leaving Certificate or Matric 
N UI 
Higher Ordinary Matric Maths "Relevant General 
Subjects Subjects 
- - 14 11 9 
A 11 8 7 
- - 9 7 6 
6 9; 1, 
D - 
* - I ,  - I , d%-;I-2 1 , ~ ~ -  j 118 
L CATEGORIES OF APPUCARDTS 
owing types of applicants are treated as special cases 
and are processed separately from the main stream of 
candidates. All such applicants should apply using the standard 
application form available on request. When returning this form 
an applicant should indicate clearly that helshe wishes to be 
considered as a special case and include all documentary 
evidence available, including examination results, in support of 
the application. 
(a) Mature Students 
A mature student who is at least 24 years of age or over at the 
time of enrolment and who does not meet the normal specified 
minimum admission requirements may be considered for 
admission t o  appropriate courses after attending in per 
interview and satisfying the College Authorities as to 
ability to  benefit from the proposed course. Such appl 
may also be required to  sit and pass an entrance test 
suitability test before admission to  any course. 
(b) Overseas Students 
Overseas students seeking admission to the College should 
apply using the standard application form available on request 
When completed this should be forwarded with docu 
evidence of qualifications in English (translations should be 
certified by an appropriate authority) showing subjects passed 
levels and grades obtained. iEBimm 
Because of the large number of applications received each year 
from qualified Irish applicants, and the limited number of places 
available, the College regrets that it has to  limit admission of 
overseas applicants to  a small quota of places reserved for 
those who are sponsored by official agencies linked to Ireland's 
evelopment aid programmes am 
The minimum entry requirement to  technician level courses is 
the General Certificate of Education Ordinary Level in six 
subjects, including good passes in English and Mathematics, or 
equivalent qualifications. Applicants for degree level course 
required to  have the G.C.E. with passes in six subjects 
including at least two  good Advanced Level subjects or 
equivalent. 
Overseas applicants must satisfy the College as to  their 
proficiency in written and spoken English. Grades A, B and C i 
the GCE Advanced Level meet the higher level paper 
requirements for degree level courses. Grades D and E in the 
GCE Advanced Le 
Level GCE are reg 
Certificate passes 
No application will b 
admission t o  part 
is already residen 
(c) Trade Applicants 
Students holding the Senior Trade Certificate of the Departme 
of Education with one endorsement in mathematics or a science 
subject satisfy the minimum entrance requirements for course 
in the DIT Colleges which specify a pass in five subjects in t h  
Leaving Certificate Examination as the entrance requirement. 
Students holding this Certificate with three endorsements in 
academic subjects are eligible for consideration with entry into 
related professional degree level courses provided that they also 
meet any special entry requirements (e.g. Higher Level 
Mathematics for Engineering courses). Where endorsement 
subjects are not offered in the trade examinations, a pass in an 
appropriate subject of the Elementary Technological Certific 
Examinations of the Department of Education may be an 
acceptable equivalent. 
Cd) Cfdders of N.C.E.A. National Certificate and Di~lomas o 
Similar Level Awatds 
Applicants should request the College, where they have studi 
for these awards, to  forward in confidence t o  the DIT 
Admissions Office a full transcript of results (including subjects 
studied and grades obtained) as soon as they become available. 
The application will not be processed until this has been 
received. Only candidates with high level attainments have 
prospects of gaining admission because of the limited number 
of places available. 
9 4 
APPLICANTS SEEKING EXEMPTIONS FROM ONE OR MORE I 
?YEARS OF A COURSE OR DIRECT ENTRY AT A MORE 
ADVANCED LEVEL (e.g. DIPLOMA STAGE) 
r ~ u c h  applicants should in the first instance make direct contact I 
a t h e i r  present andlor former College t o  forward in confidence to  
the Admissions Office, a full transcript of attainments which it 
is envisaged will justify the exemptions sought. The application I 
will not be processed until this and any other relevant support a documentation is received. I 
RESTRICTIONS ON ADMISSION TO TRADEICRAFT COURSES 
Trade courses are provided for the sole ~ u r ~ o s e  of I 
t The college realises that it is impossible for a person to learn a trade solely by attendance at these classes and is further of opinion that the admission to the classes of persons not actually engaged in the trades would be not only of little use 
such persons but would prejudically affect the instruction of 
those for whom the classes have been organised 
I 
Accordingly the College reserves the right to  restrict enrolment 
m i n  the trade practical classes to  those persons who are actually 
employed in the several processes and operations of the trade. 
r For admission t o  these classes proof of actual employment in the several processes and operations of the trade will be certificates to  that effect from the Masters Association, the official Trade Unions of the trade concerned or FAS. Employers are kept informed during the session of absences or lates on 
the part of their apprentices. In addition, an end of session 
report on attendance and progress is issued to  the students an 
employers. Apprentices and employers are asked to  note 
P 
available t o  FAS - National Manpower Authority - whether 
-not the amrentices are reaistered with the bndv. 
APPLICATION AND SELECTION PROCEDURES FOR 
1991 ENTRY 
Sianificant changes are being introduced into the 
for entry into wholetime, third-level courses in this 
country in 1991, with the objective of eliminating the necessity 
to make multiple applications as heretofore t o  the CAO, DIT, 
individual RTCs etc. and paying multiple application fees. 
In 1976 the CAO (Central Applications Office) was established 
to  process applications centrally for admission to  undergraduate 
courses in universities and other colleges in an efficient and 
equitable manner. DIT has used the CAOs services for a 
number of years t o  process applications for all its degree 
courses while it operated a separate DIT applications system for 
its other courses. 
A new organisation was established recently known as CAS 
(Colleges Applications Service) for the purpose of dealing with 
applications to  the Irish third-level technological Colleges on a 
centralised basis. It has a membership which is representative 
of the six Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT) Colleges, the 
nine Regional Technical Colleges, Limerick College of Art, 
1 
Commerce and Technology (COACT), and the Crawford College 
of Art and Design 
will be three sections on the application form and using these 
applicant may choose 
up to  ten courses in order of preference from the courses 
included under the title 'CAO List' in the CAOICAS 
handbook (which includes all DIT Degree courses). 
up to  three courses in order of preference from the courses 
included under the title 'CAS List 1-RTC Degrees' in the 
CAOICAS handbook. 
up t o  ten courses in order of preference from the courses 
included under the title 'CAS List' 
2-Diploma/Certificate/Otherr. This includes all the DIT and 
other technological colleges' Certificate, Diploma and non 
degree courses. 
The joint CAOICAS applications system will be administere I 
from the CAOs premises at Tower House, Eglington Street, 
Galwav. C o ~ i e s  of the CAOICAS Handbook which provides 4 I 
all relevant information about the CAOICAS joint application! 
system and the courses which are included in it are 
available - on request from this address as are Application d 
Forms. 
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APtWCiPII3XMd FEES IN tS9q 
lrish and other EC Applicants (ordinary fee) 
Late applications (received between 2 February and 
31 March) f26  
Late applications (received after 31 March) £40 
Overseas applicants (ordinary fee) £ 361 1 
SCHEDULED CLOSING DATES FOR RECEIPT OF 
APPLICATIONS FOR 1991 ADMISSIONS: 
Ilrish and other EC Applicants 1 February 1991 
Overs[eas Applicants 1 5 December 1990 I 
Due to the inclusion of Aptitude Tests and other assessments 
as part of the selection process, applications received after 1 
February 1991 cannot be considered for the Architectural 
courses, FTOl in the CAO List, and DTOl in the CAS List 2. I 
Late applications will not be considered from Overseas 
applicants if received after 15 January 1991. I 
With the exception of two Architectural courses referred to 
above late applications in respect of all other courses offered by 
the College and included in the CAO and CAS lists will be 
considered from lrish and other EC applicants if received by 1 
August, 1 991. I 
SDWREE LE)IEL COURSES IN CAO LIST 
The following degree level courses offered by the college are in 
the CAO List. Graduates of these courses are eligible for DIT 
Diplomas. They are also eligible for degree awards of the 
University of Dublin (Trinity College). 
College Course 
Course CAO Course Code Course Description Duration 
Code (Years) 
B 1 0 1 FTO 1 ARCHGDEG Architecture 5 
B 1 10 FT03 EECNDEG Property Economics 4 
I B l  1 1 [TO2 ECNDEG Construction Economics 4 
*B121 Building Services Eng. 4 
*B122 Mechanical Engineering 4 
*B 1 23 FT04 ENGDEG Production Engineering 4 
OBI24 Structural Engineering 4 
*These four courses have a common first Year. The allocation of Second 
Year places on one or other of the courses will be in accordance with the 
students choice and subject to availability. The final assignment of places in 
the Second Year of the courses will be at the discretion of the Department 
of Engineering Technology. 
POSTPONEMENT OF COURSE CHOICE AND CHANGE OF MIND 
FACILmES 
When submitting their application forms applicants may 
postpone entering their course choices in any of all of the three 
sections of the application form until 31 March. If they avail of 
this provision they must then of course communicate their Course Description 
course choices to the CAOICAS office before 31 March at th 
latest. 
After an application is submitted an applicant may change 
h~islher course choices as often as helshe wishes up to 1 
August. 
CertificateIDiploma 
These facilities are not available to applicants for the Preliminary Engineering 
Architectural courses, FTOl in the CAO List, and DTOl in the Civil Engineering Technician 
CAS List 2 for the reasons'already indicated in the previous CertificatelDiploma 
section. 
Further information about the Joint CAOICAS Application 
System for 1991 are given in the CAOICAS Handbook and on 





Tel: 091 6331 8163269 **ESF Grants may be available fur students pursuing these courses. 
Fax: 091 62344 
Telex: 50061 CAO E l  
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SSESBMENT OF &lPIPLkSAMTS AND OFFERS OF PLACES 
1 1991 
pplicants will be assessed and offers of places will be issued' 
. + ,  multaneously, where appropriate, in respect of the CAO Lis 
and CAS Lists. While it is possible that an applicant will rece 
- - 
AND S'CHOLARSHIPS 
commencing attendance at classes and 
-- 
where a class or course does not 
transferable from one student to 
class or course in 
preferencds) entered1 acceptance must be confined to one of on first attendance 
them- Otherwise any offers made may have to be withdrawn, courses (marked + )  , w- - 
Ih - '  
New Paints The Points system(s) to be used in assessing candidates in 
Sysgern 1991 remain(s1 to be finalised at the time of going to press 
this publication. A few indicators may be given however at 
stage: the candidates results for the best six subjects in the 
Leaving Certificate (or other approved senior school 
- - 
examination) are likely to be counted for ranking purposes for 
all courses; the DIT Colleges will no longer accept the NU1 
Matriculation as an appropriate entry examination standard for 
their courses. 
7-5 Mmm Furtner details ot the Points system and selection procedures 
will be issued to Schools, Career Guidance Counsellors and th 
.-+>.;, , l 7  ,z Press when they are finalised. --: :i 
f hardship it may be possible to obtain remission o f .  
ees. Applications in this context should be made directly i 
fidence to the Principal stating the circumstances and 
Id be accompanied by a letter of support from? 
r with the applicant (e.g. Clergyman). 
Exad~ation Fees quoted are subject .#J ravision. 
ACADEMIC YEAR 
7 E E , l  ]'!.-I Under a Partnership Agreement with the University of Dublin 1 &+ 
students of eight professional diploma courses conducted by 
the College are also eri~ibfe for a ~ ~ r o ~ r i a t e  dearee awards with 
rece~vea me~r B. sc. [Surv.) Degree A wards. m 
Grants and (a) Local Authority Grants: Students who register for the 
Scholan- DiplomalDegree level courses conducted by the College are 
eligible to apply t o  the Local Authority where their parents or 
guardians normally reside for a Higher Education Grant. 
Information on eligibility conditions and application forms are 
available from the appropriate Local Authoritv (County Council 
or Corporation). 
(bl VEC Scholarships: Students who register for courses leadins 
t o  Certificate or Diploma awards and who do not benefit fror 
ESF Training Grants are eligible t o  apply to  the Vocational 
Education Committee of the area where their parents or 
guardians normally reside for a VEC Scholarship. Inform,.. 
eligibility conditions and application forms are avai 
appropriate Vocational Education Committee. 
(c) ESF Training Grants: ESF (European Social Fund) 1 
grants may be available to  Irish students aged over 1 
years while they are pursuing certain two  or three year 
courses provided their attendance record and general 
performance is satisfactory. These grants cover tuitio.. . 
also provide for payment of a monthly allowance. The c 
which are expected to  be included in the scheme in t 
1 990191 session are marked by a double asterik( * *)  
Table on page 5. 
(dl lvan Webb Scholarships: The Construction Industry 
Federation and the Master Builders Association have established 
a scholarship fund to  commemorate the late lvan Webb, a 
former Council member of both bodies, who was killed in the 
Stansted air disaster. The object of the scholarship fund is to  
I 
assist students in pursuing their course of study. The 
scholarships apply t o  full-time and part-time Construction 
Technician Courses in the College and are award d on the 
following basis: One scholarship valued at f 500 o the student 
attaining the highest place in the results of the year's work and 
examinations in the first year of the full-time course. Two 
scholarships valued at €250 each t o  the t w o  students attaining 
the highest places of the year's work and examinations in the 
second year of the part-time course. I 
(el The G.H. Minet Insurance Co. Scholarship: This company, ~n 
association with the Construction Industry Federation has 
initiated a scholarship scheme which is open to students who 
have completed a construction trade apprenticeship and have 
ained admission to  designated construction related whole time 
ourses conducted by the College. The scholarship will be 
dvertised locally within the College and may have a value of 
p to  f 1,000 per annum. 
(f) BETA Scholarships: These are offered by the Engineering 
Graduates of the College to  nominated students in the whole 
time degree level Engineering courses who achieve particularly 
neritorious performances in each year of their courses. The 
TA Silver Medal is awarded to  the outstanding Engineering 
duate each session. 
(g) Mclnerney Scholarships: To mark the seventy- 
anniversary of its establishment and it's close association with- 
the colleg;, the firm of Thomas Mclnerney & Company Ltd., - 
Builders and Contractors, initiated a special scholarship scheme 
in 1984. This provides encouragement and support for students 
who have achieved an outstanding level of performance in the 
Construction Technician whole time and part time courses and 
wish t o  continue their studies in the Construction Economics 
DiplomalDegree courses. Two scholarships each valued at f 500 
I 
are awarded each year on the nomination of the College. 
(h) John Sisk & Sons Scholarship Fund: To mark the 50th 
anniversary of the commencement of the firms building 
operations in Dublin this fund was established t o  assist 
students who on successful completion of the Construction 
Technician Diploma continue their studies in the College in 
preparation for the examinations of the Chartered Institute of 
Building. A scholarship of value up to f 1,000 may be awarded 
to  a student who achieves exceptional performance in year 
work and examinations in the Final year of the Diploma cou 
and enrols in the course leading to the ClOB examination. 
(i) AIB Bursaries: AIB, in association with ttie Association of 
Vocational Education Colleges has initiated a series of bursarie 
each valued at f 1,000 to  support and encourage students who 
mh 1 have already successfully completed a Certificate course in a 
I VEC College and wish to  transfer to  a Diploma or a Degree level 
course in the same sector. Eligible candidates must already 
have achieved a high level of performance and not be in receipt 
of any other grant or scholarship. 
(j) Bank Loans: The major banks are p 
circumstances, to  consider applications from students for loans, I 
and enquiries about these should be directed t o  the banks. 
Students are required to acquaint themselves with the 
examination and promotion regulations of the course for which 
they enrol. 
w h o l e t i m e  Before acceptance of an application for admission to some 1 
courses applicants may be required to attend for an assessment I - -,,$ :;~-#-i or interview. The College may also require an applicant to sit an - , - # -  L. 
aptitude or other test. Enquiries about-~dmission and Enrolment 
should be directed to the College Registrations Office. I ' tntrpr &@ations An examination entry fee of £28.00 is payable in respect of Collage Sessional examinations and in the case of college supplemental examinations a further fee of £ 28.00 is payable. 
Where examinations lead to an NCEA Certificate or Diploma, an 
additional fee is payable (for details see under National Council 
for Educational Awards). g - -  nsi d R, a 
, >:;,* 
~&essfu l  applicants for wholetime courses will be notified in 
writing in early September and invited to register for the course 
immediately. Students attending for registration and enrolment 
are required to present the following documentation: sl-p I J,irfa it3H59 Students should note that those not achieving a mlnlmum. 
average attendance of 75% in each subject of their coursb, 'mu -J (a) CAO r D fffr notice showing bank stamp. i ~4G5ma z e!@k., - 
* (b) Three copies of a recent passport type photpgraph signed 
on the back. 
8 . :.:; > 0 
The latest date for completing enrdmerit for classes 
commencing in the first term is 31st October or such earlier 
date as may be prescribed. Only in exceptional circumstances 
will applicants be admitted after that date and a late registration 
fee of £35 may be charged in addition to the normal fee at the 
%#i&tiy! of the College. 
7 ,  7 l  -.- 7 - - >  , 3 1 :,a= 8 5 
'Ail students are required to have a current College ldentity 
- Card. Students who were enrolled in the College in a previous- 
"session must surrender their outdated ldentity Card before a 
new one is issued to them. The ldentity Card is the property sf 
,, -the College and may be demanded by the College or its Officer@ 
- g a t  any time. A charge of £3 will be made for the replacement 
dLxA~f a College ldentity Card during the session and new 
m 2 ~ p h o t o g r a p h s  will be required. Change of address or place of 
t should be reported to the Registration Department 
y,-. l m j l , . . '  _?-;I 7 j,J!;,. s-i!f*-: qr P f  'fP-7.)" 7 
- I 
t..p L33 ,P:r;*'7 .- * - .--v. -. r ,  A > , .  -: .- - +L - 
Change @# class& of courses may be made only through (b- 
College Registration Office with the consent and approwid of thl 
, N \-Head of Department. 
&P; 
EXAMINATIONS AND AWARDS a College The College conducts its own examinations for a number of its 
Examinations professional and technician courses. These are moderated by . 
. . 
* - 
- . - . m ~  I external examiners and lead to College/DIT awards. The College 
F- - also offers courses leading to examinations and awards of 
external bodies for which it is an approved examination centre. 
I& 7 f 
without a satisfactory explanation, may be refused permissim 
to sit College examinations. . . , - c  _ . , .  
r . . . < .  , ( 8 ,  i .  
The closing dates each year for receipt of 'C&?Wge examination 
entry forms and fees are 31st January for thdASummer or 
Sessional examinations and 31st July for the Autumn 
examinations. Applications for entry to examinations received 
after these closing dates will be considered only in exceptional 
circumstances and at the discretion of the College Examinations 
Executive Board. Such applications are subject to a late entry 
fee of £28.00. No applications will be considered if received 
later than 1st March for Summer examinations or 15th August 
Autumn examinations. a E: 
E!!! 
Promotion to a higher year or stage in E subject is contingent 
on reaching the required standard in the sessional examination 
in the lower grade. A candidate unsuccessful in a Sessional 
examination may be permitted to sit a Supplemental 
examination in the same session, where such is offered in 
accordance with the regulations established for the course. 
Candidates, who do not complete an examination in all subjects 
of the year or stage, or who are required to submit additional 
work (e.g. project or thesis) for assessment before graduation 
or promotion to the next year of the course, must re-enter for 
the next examination before 31st January and pay the B 
appropriate fees. 
Students are required to submit regularly such project work and 
course work as may be prescribed by members of the academic 
staff and this will be taken into account in thm$psments at 
the end of the session. 
R-r 
A laboratory notebook must be maintained by each student fom 
laboratory classes. An assessment will be made at the end of 
the session of each student's progress in laboratory and 
experimental work which may form part of the sessional 
examination in that subject. 
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I ' ~gneral Candidates will be admitted to the Examination Room only on , -. / , E x  n production of the Identity Card issued by the College in addition - )-;- lnforrnatio~ to the appropriate admission letter which is issued when and if : , , y&nn h.11 I !  I an application to sit the examination is approved by the College. no mq ! 
Students should note carefully Examination Rules and 
Regulations which are printed on the Examination Entry forms 
and Examination Timetables. 
amination Students seeking a re-check of a college examination result 
should submit a written request, within one week of the 
posting of provisonal results, specifying the grounds on which 
the request is made. A charge of f 5.00 per subject is payable. 
- -Examination Students wishing to appeal against a college examination result 
8.1ffgp;sab must submit a formal written application on the standard form, 
Iroi3em available from the College Examinations Office, within two 
.*! )1: weeks of the publication of provisional results. Formal appeals 
must be accompanied by a fee of £23.00 and be submitted to 
be'. , the Principal or Examinations Secretary. The College accepts 
. -Wki requests for rechecks and appeals on the understanding that it 
oia may not be in a position to inform the student of the outcome prior to the date for entry or for sitting a Supplemental 
Examination. 
' . -  - J  --=- - - - - - .---. - i n  1972 and 
Coundl for awards appropriate qualifications to students who successfully 
: kiuc8t-iwnaf complete courses of study which it has approved. Students 
pursuing a number of college Certificate and Diploma courses 
receive NCEA awards in addition to College Awards. Additional 
examination entry fees are payable in respect of these awards 
as follows:- First Stage f 40.00, Certificate stage f 40.00 and 





The City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee and the 
University of Dublin have entered into a formal agreement by 
which degree awards of the University are available to students 
of the College who successfully complete certain courses in 
Architecture, Engineering and Surveying. They are required to 
make application for them to the University by completing 
appropriate documentation and paying the specified 
commencement fees. Details relating to the awards are given 
under the individual course entries. 
d#p;~qil~t@n to the examinations of professional and other 
wta~~nal  bodies, students are advised to note the following: 
f 1 1: &dmission to a course in the College may not of itself entitle 
, I '  gtgdents to sit for examinations of these bodies. Students 
8 - themselves responsible for ensuring that they satisfy all 
the requirements of the examining body concerned. 
2. Students are expected to acquaint themselves with the 
current regulations for the examinations which they propose 
I totake. 
3, Stud~ents must make the necessary applications and supply 
al1 appropriate documentation that may be required. 
4. The College staff will give advice and assistance in the 
above matters where requested. 
:nAt REGULATIONS A1v3 INFORMATION 
The college is a centre for a number of external examinations 
including those of the Department of Education and the City 
and Guilds of London Institute. Application for entry to these 
examinations must be made through the College Office in 
accordance with the closing dates as indicated on College 
Notice Boards. 
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1. General regulations for Colleges and classes operating under 
the Authority of the City of Dublin Vocational Education 
Committee are displayed in the Entrance Hall. All students 
alre subject to these regulations and the regulations of Dublin 
Institute of Technology wh~ich are reproduced as an 
appendix in this prospectus together with more specific 
College regulations. 
2. All college staff are authorised to enforce immediate 
disciplinary measures in respect of students whom they find 
violating the regulations of the College or otherwise 
misconducting themselves. The full co-operation of each 
student is required in order to maintain the dignity and 
discipline of the College. 
3. In compliance with governmental regulat'ions students are 
not permitted to smoke in the College except in an area 
designated for this purpose in the College restaurant. 
4. Parking of pedal and motor cycles in the space provided in 
the College grounds is normally permitted. Students are not 
permitted to bring cars into the College parking area. 
5. Students may use the facilities of the College, including the 
Gymnasium, on the understanding that they do so at their 
own risk. Though reasonable care is taken the College does 
not accept liability for property lost, stolen ar damaged on 
the College premises or grounds. All members of the College 
community and visitors are advised to exercise great care 
and vigilance in relation to thleir property. iI 
6. Locker accommodation is available for a number of students 
on paylment of a fee of f 10.00 per session. This includes a 
deposit of E5.OtO returnable only if the locker is vacated 
within seven days of the expiry of the period for which the 
locker has been alkcasted and any in any event before the 
end of the academic session. 
I 
I 
CaLtEOE OPEWING HOURS & FACILITIES 
The College is normally open from 8am to 10pm Monday - 
Thursday, 8am - 5.30 pm on Fridays and 8 am - 1 pm on 
Saturdays during the academic session. These hours may be 
extended during examination or other periods. It is normally 
closed on Bank holidays and closes at 5.30 pm when classes 
are not in session. slides, videos and sound tapes are available for 
rary. Library equipment available includes 
Hours: 9.00 a.m. tu  12.45 p.m. 2.1 5 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. s, microfiche readers and information services, a M~nday  to Friday, and io the evsnlngo at sp~cial periods of the 
year at t i lm whlich will be posted on the No%be Board. Except 
during mrollment periads, members of tlhe academic staff will 
hot be availataie far i~nterviows or mnsultatiow except by prior 
! The Accounts and Registrations- briices will deal with 
: enrolments and examination entries at the following times: 
0 3 .  9.00 a.m. - 12.00 noon 
2.15 p.m. - 4.QO p.m. 
System, local Universities and, of course, our sister Colleges in 
Day  lasses will normally be held d~uring the period 9.00 a.m. to the DIT. Through these links and other co-operative 
1 .QO p.~m. and 2.60 p,m. ta 5.043 p.m. e a ~ h  week-day. Evening arrangements photocopied materials and interlibrary loans may 
dassss will normally bs held Pram 7.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m. be obtained. Access for staff and senior citizens to other 
excgpt where otherwise arranged. libraries for the purposes of research can also be arranged 
through the Librarian. Introductory talks on the use of the 
serves the right to change any or all of the Library and its resources will be provided for any interested 
and time of 1meetin.g of any class any may group by appointment. 
here the enrolment o,r attendance is considered 
or some reamn a teacher is unable to attend, 
classes may be calnce'lled, without notice. Hciurs of Zpening 
estaurant is open throughout the session for Term Time -Monday - Thursday 9.30 am - 9.30 pm Friday 9.30 am - 5.30 pm Iwn~he& and tea@ as WBSI als morning iilnd afternoon snacks. 
UCJ:~~: Saturday * 9.30 am - 1.00 pm 
A First AW service is pmvided doring t h t~  session in co- * During exam periods open to 5.00 on Saturday. 
operatican with the Order of Ml ta .  Vacation periods Monday - Friday 9.30 am - 5.30 pm. 
Pk.rtimlly diaabkd applicants am wwel~ame ro apply to the 
C.olleg@ and most areas in it should be readily accessible to The Computing facilities of the College involve both centralised 
them. Students wha may r~uires pecial attention or have an g and local resources. The centralised facilities are currently 
u n ' h a u ~ b l  rwcdea'l history are asked to provide details in 
, based on a VAX cluster of an 8600 and 8350 which are 
College S.e'vet@ry/Registrar in advance of 
Colleges over leased Bord Telecom lines. The College of The College has e part-time banking facillty on campus in co- 
operadon with Bank of Irelland. Technology in Bolton Street, has a Dec System 5400 multi-user 
system and extensive microcomputing facilities including North 
mpm bar about -80 hwl~rs p r ~ r  &mk @wr days a week d wlrinp 
t@rmt-him&. M a  iol* th~'&l&c&bm~is sn apmr @cessrs to readers. 
T ~ B  Lthary whik a ar4hgBw dni%, hats fww maim amas r i z  the 
, computer based equipment. 
STUDENTS UNIIOIN krl~srnt services are co-ordinated bv a Students Services 
1 1- 
  he Student' Union is the student's representative body in the 
College. It promotes the Social and Organisational side of 
student life and sees after the interest of students in the 
College. Every student becomes a member of the union on 
enrolment. The union is democratically based and it is 
dependent for its effectiveness on stident participation. It is 
affiliated to the Union of Students in Ireland. I 
It is administered by an executive which is elected annually by 
the student body and is headed by two sabbatical fulltime 
officers - a President and a Deputy President who are 
responsible for the overall co-ordination of union policy in 
addition to the day to day running of the Union. The Deputy 
I 
President has specific responsibility for welfare, sports clubs 
and course related matters. Each class elects its own I 
representative who acts as spokesperson to their Department 
and Student Union Executive. The ultimate decision making 
body of the Union is the general meeting which is open to all 
members of the student body. It holds a number of general 
- 
meetings during the year. 
Full time Officers for 199011 99 1 session 
President: Gary Croke 
Deputy President: Rodni Maguire 
Fundons orf the Students WnIm 
1. To represent and defend the views of its members. 
The Union does this at College Level by representing the 
students on the College Council, Library, Restaurant 
Committee and other bodies. 
It represents its members views at national level through the 
Union of Students in Ireland. 
2. To provide recreational and social facilities for its members. 
These include lunchtime concerts, parties, dances and talks 
by guest speakers. 
The Union's activities centre around the social area and a 
common room where students may meet for discussions or 
just to relax. 
Sports clubs and course related societies are administered 
and financially supported by the Student's Union. 
3. The Union provides a number of commercial services 
including a student shop selling stationery, drawing 
equipment, sweets and newspapers and it also provides 
photocopying services. It issues the International Students 
Identity Card (USIT Card) and provides information on 




k i ~ t u d e n t s  Services Council has two main sub-committees: 
I 
8 ]Each of these sub-committees has Governing Body, College 
Management and Student Union nominees and have 
I .  resaonsibilitv for the general development and co-ordinates of 
. They 
t e  clubs 
dgets 
The general financial and administrative affairs of the DIT 
students unions are managed and co-ordinated by a limited 
company specially established for that purpose and having 
members of staff who are employees of that company. 
W l  Area of the College which is a feature of the m a w  new extension. 
,- TI# 1 
1-11 w  DUO^ a ~ a i  
d h e r e  are sonlt: 40 clubs ana socieaies i"n t;Yle"@;ollesie andmall ar 
) a n x i o u s  to recruit new members, Most of them arsverv active 
L.='.-l . * -  1 1 1  \ 7 .  
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ARCHIT ECTWRE, SURVEYING AND BUILDING HNOLOGICAL AND TECHNICIAN 
OURSES - WHOLE- 
, . -u.. u.l 
RCH~TECTURE - DIPLOMAIDEGREE 
This is a five year wholetime course which prepares students 
wishing to make their careers in Architecture. The course 
,covers a wide range of subjects and aims at a synthesis of 
know'ledge gained from the use of these subjects in 
architectural design projects culminating in a Final Year Thesis 
in the design of a major building. Students are required to gain 
professional experience in architectural office practice during .. --' 
the summer vacations and, in this way, support their study and , 
their ability to work individually, or as members of a team. 
The minimum educational qualification required for entry is the 
Irish Leaving Certificate with passes in six subjects, at least 
~q two of which must be at Grade C or higher in the higher level 
r l j  ,r course, or equivalent qualifications. The six subjects must 
3E.117 include Mathematics and English. 
Applicants will be required to undertake an aptitude test and, if 
successful in this, they are also interviewed as part of the 
l: I r selection process. 
The School provides GQUT6eS a t  technological and technician i? C m  05 study 
levels for 0 ~ c ~ p a t i ~ s  within the building industry, and brings ni Studio Work; Physics I, Chemistry I, Mathematics & Statisfics, 
together in the Process of education those who will work Civilisation Studies I, Theory of Architecture, Mechanics, 
tagether professionally in later careers. Building Construction I, Trade Practice. 
The Architect is responsible for the design and supervision of - ' a Studio Work; Building Materials, Building Construction II, 
building projects. Civilisation Studies II, Chemistry II, Physics !I, Building Services, 
Structural Engineering, Theory of Architecture II. 
The Cmstruction Economist. as quantity surveyor, is concern* 
with the cost implications of project designs and the financial 
mQn@Qciam~t buildling operations. etqp fit Studio Work; Environmental Science, Civilisation Studies Ill, * i ~  0 Interior Design, Surveying & Levelling, Theory of Architecture 
bp (a;(f 111, Building Construction Ill, Structural Engineering Ill History of The Economist has a similar role in the wider range of nin Urbanism, Computer Applications. 
urban devdo~ment and planning or in estate management. 
The BuiMn$ Manager is concerned with produc+&jon nd Cost Control, Civilisation Studies 
men@gwmnt of the building process. Ill, Building Construction IV, an Studies, Theory of Architecture IV, 
, 
G@o*urv@y~r is concerned with the land itself, its nature, 
its ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ W 8 ,  and the measurement end defilnition of these, Studio Work; Economics and Cost Control, Urban Design, 
E m ~ l o ~ e w  ~~poRunitles in all cases exist in a range from Professional Practice II, Structural Engineering IV, Conservation 
~eraafial prsfeseiand conrultancy to  employment in Studies, Building Construction V. 
archit8.ct~ral and building organisations and in State or 
municipal departments. 
es of this course are eligible for the following awards: 
in Architecture (Dublin Institute of Technology) 
Bachelor of Architectural Science (University of Dublin) 
They are also eligible on graduation for Associate Membership 
of the Royal lnstitute of Architects of lreland. Following two 
years of post graduate experience they may take the Institute' 
examination in Professional Competence and thus become 
Members of the RIAI. Success in the third year of the Diploma 
in Architecture Course gives exemption from the Intermediate 
Examinations of the RIAI. 
The Diploma in Architecture of the College is a qualification 
which is recognised for the profession of architect in member 
States of the European Economic Community. 
Carear Oppartlmities 
The qualification is for the profession of Architect. Architects 
are concerned with the design of buildings and supervision of 
building projects. They may practice in a personal professional 
capacity, or in employment in private and public sector 
organisations. The field of practice is quite extensive in Ireland 
and abroad and may offer alternatives of general practice or 
specialisation throughout a career. Graduates from the course 
to date have found employment either in private practice or in 
the public service. Some spend a time abroad to gain wider ani 
more varied design experience. 
The course and the career require a creative aptitude for design 
on the scale of architecture and the organisational ability for its 
implementation in practice. The range of subject material in the 
course is wide, and calls for an interest and ability in artistic 
and cultural aspects as well as in technical matters and in 
managerial skills. I 
I@Q~~Fs@ of study 
Construction Projects, Surveying & Levelling, Mechanics & 
a. 
Structures, Building Construction. Graphics & Geometry, History 
& Theory of Architecture, Building Science & Materials, 
Computer Applications and Crafts. 
Construction Projects, Surveying & Levelling, Structures, 
Building Services, Building Construction, Building Science & 
Materials, System Building & Prefabrication, Computer 
Applications and Crafts. 
Constructional Projects, Construction Technology, Building 
* " 
Materials, Structures, Building Contracts, Architectural Practice 
' 
& Procedure Specifications, Computer Applications and Crafts. 
Awards 
Graduates from this course are eligible for the following award: 
Architectural Technican Diploma (Dublin lnstitute of 
Technology) 
This Diploma is recognised for Membership by the lnstitute of 
Architectural and Associated Technologists, and for Technician 
Membership by both the Incorporated Association of Architects 
and Surveyors, and the Royal lnstitute of the Architects of 
Ireland. It is also recognised for Associate Membership of the 
Society of Architectural and Associated Technicians (SAAT) in 
the U.K. and for full Membership subject to approved post- 
graduate expierence. 
Dept. in Charge Architecture & Town Planning 
The majority of graduate Architectural Technicians are 
B102 ARCHITECTURAL TECHNICIAN DIPLOMA employed in privaPe professional architectural off ices. Other 
areas of employment are the architectural and technical 
sections of Government Departments, Semi-state bodies, Local CAS Course This is a three-year wholetime course leading-to an Authorities, and the building industry generally, with Code DTOl Architectural Technician Diploma award. It aims to give the Contractors and Manufacturers. 
student a high standard of architectural and technical drawing 
- 
and presentation, with a good knowledge of building A number choose to work overseas for a few Years to gain construction, materials, methods and equipment. The course 
useful and wider experience. 
uses the project system extensively during which students are , 
required to prepare working drawings, details, schedules et 
for building work. Lectures in selected subjects such as Bu 
Construction, Structures, Materials and Services are integrated 
with the projects as far as possible. During the summer PROPERTY ECONOMICS - D I P L O ~ / D E G R ~  
vacation period students are encouraged to obtain suitable 
- .---,- -- practical ~ o r k  experience to complement their College trai 
-- . who wish to make their careers iln Valuation Surveying, 
Entrance 
- Leaving Certificate with passes in five subjects including Propcrrty Management and Investment, and Estate Agency- It is 
Requinments Mathematics and English or equivalent qualifications. Applic also suitable for those interested in Property Development and 
will be required to undertake an aptitude test, and if success 
- ' - ,  *- 
Town Planning. It is designed for those who wish to work as 
in this they are also interviewed as part of the selection valuers, estate agents, property advisors, developers and 
process. planners. The course provides an education In the financial, 





legal, planning and construction aspects of property in the &aumes and careers in the discipline of Sulwying call for 
context of the investment market in general and it provides a d  abJli%y iln the finalncial a d  kegst arspects of the 
students with a thorough understanding of the economic 
functioning of the built environment. 
The minimum educational qualification required for entry is th ~perty Economists have obtained suitable 
Irish Leaving Certificate with passes in six subjects, at least m0sa1y in p~lwte  prac$ice, but ~ ~ 1 ~ 0  in areas such 
two of which must be Grade C or higher in higher level paper LI Inv~&Imnrb: d.apammts d banks and insurance 
or equivalent qualifications. The six subjects passed must 
include Mathematics an 
bwme of Study I J 2 - -  - 
Urban Sociology, Econ Methods, VaIuatjo 
and Professional Development, Land Surveying, Construction 
Technology, Law. 
Law; Construction Technology, Property Management and 
Marketing, Quantitative Methods, Valuations, Planning 
Economics. 
Third Year Maintenance of Buildings, Valuations, Urban Economics, 
Planning Law, Taxation, Investment Analysis. During this year 
students undertake a major integrated project. 
Fourth Yssr Valuations, Urban Economics, Planning, Taxation. In the fourth 
year each student prepares a major dissertation as part of the 
Final Examination. 
Awdwvls 
Graduates of this course are eligible for the following awards: I ts Diploma in Property Economics (Dublin Institute of Technology) Bachelor of Science (Surveying) (University of Dublin). 
Upon successful completion of a test b f  professional 
competence, holders of these awards are eligible for Corporate 
Membership of the Royal lnstitute of Chartered Surveyors 
(General Practice Division). They are exempted from the 
Intermediate Examination of the Royal Town Planning lnstitute 
and are also accepted for entry to appropriate post-graduate 
courses in Ireland and abroad. The course is also recognised b) 
the Irish Auctioneers and Valuers Institute. Year I 
Career OppsrQunWs 
The qualification is for the profession of Chartered Surveyor, 
which includes occupations in the field of construction and 
property management. 
Property Economists are concerned with the broader areas of I 
land and property development, valuation surveying, estate 
management and town planning. They are employed in private 
and public organisations such as property development 
companies, valuation consultants, local authorities and the 
national valuation office. 
provides a sound general education in the different aspects of 
this field with emphasis on practical construction economy and, 
in consequence, the course incorporates such project work. 
Students are encouraged to gain industrial and professional 
experience during the summer vacations and in this way they 
are introduced to applying their technical knowledge to practical 
problems working individually, or as a team. 
The minimum educational qualification required for entry is the 
lrish Leaving Certificate with passes in six subjects, at least 
two of which must be at Grade C or higher in the higher level 
course or equivalgnt qualifications. The six subjects must 
include MathemaTics and English. 
Couw sf Study 
Quantitative Methods, Construction Law, Economics & Financial 
Management, Construction Studies, Measurement and 
Professional Development. 
Quantitative Methods, Construction Management, Construction 
Law, Economics & Financial Management, Construction Studies 
A and B, Land Surveying, Measurement. 
Construction Management, Administration of Contracts & Law, 
Economics & Financial Management, Construction Studies A 
and B Measurement, Building Economics. 
Building Economics, Construction Administration & 
Management, Measurement. 
In the fourth year, each student prepares a major dissertation as 
part of the final examination. 
d*5&kY WF '-PA{ : i*'r . 
~raduates of this course are eligible for the 
Diploma in Construction Economics (Dublin 
Technology 




Upon successful completion of a test of professional 
competence, holders of these awards are eligible for corporate 
membership of the Royal lnstitute of Chartered Surveyors 
(Quantity Surveyors Division), and the Construction Surveyors 
Institute. The Chartered lnstitute of Building requires graduates 
to undergo an additional examination in management subjects 
and satisfy an interview board as to their professional 
experience before admitting them to membership. Graduates ars 
also accepted for entry to appropriate post-graduate courses in 
- 
Ireland and abroad. 
4 
The qualification is for the profession of Chartered Surveyor, 
which includes occupations in the field of construction and 
property management. I 
The Construction Economist is concerned with the more 
detailed aspects of the construction and site development. He 
may specialise as a quantity surveyor, in which case he 
analyses building designs for purposes of cost planning, detailed 
tendering and cost control. Alternatively he may practice, as a 
building manager with responsibility for the organisation of 
contracts, for labour, materials, plant, and negotiations with 
main and sub-contractors. I 
The courses and careers in the discipline of Surveying call for 
an interest and ability in the financial and legal aspects of the 
construction industry, and in the managerial skills applied to 
building and property developments. In general, Construction 
Economics Graduates have obtained employment in quantity 
surveyors offices and in the construction industry with 
contractors and developers. 
Dept. in Charge Sumying & Bulldlng Twhnology. 
CAS Course 
h $ e  DTOP . 
m -su-* I 
- - .  
.-- .C- 
- - - -  4---*- 
Entram, 
Requirements 
1 - .'is,.: 
I - 
I c 
I , is.: 
CONSTRUCnOM TECHNICIAW CEWtlnCATEIDIPLOMA 
F!!B .-----a - . - - %-q 
This is a wholetime course I e a d i n D T e c h n i c i a  
Certificate award after two years and a Diploma award on 
completion of an additional year. It is designed to meet the 
needs of the construction industry for technical staff having a 
sound understanding of the principles of construction and 
construction materials, together with a good appreciation of 
management skills and the economics of the industry. 
First Year: Leaving Certifilcate with passes in five subjects 
including Mathematics and English, or equivalle~nt qualifications. 
34 
TMwI Year (Dip(om S t a ~ ) :  Applicants are expected to have 
reached a good standard at the end of the Certificate or Second 
Year, or possess an equivalent qualification acceptable to the 
College. 
~&UM d Study 
Builders Accounts, Building Materials & Environmsntal Science, 
Mathematics, Construction Technology I, Site Surveying I, 
Quantity Surveying I. 
Construction Technology II, Quantity Surveying 11, Builders 
Accounts II, Site Surveying II, Estimating, Contract Law and 
Economics. 
auantitv Surveying, Building Management, Economics, Contract 
Law, ~ 6 n s t r u c ~ o n ~ e c h n o l o ~  stration. 
Students are encouraged to gain industrial experience during the 
summer vacation. 
A w d s  
Students who successfully complete the course are eligible for 
the following awards: 
Construction Technician Certificate (Dublin lnstitute of 
Technology) 
Construetion Technician Diploma (Dublin lnstitute of 
Technology) 
Holders of the Diploma are entitled to Membership Part I of the 
Chartered lnstitute of Building following two years experience in 
building practice. , 
\ 
The Construction 'surveyors lnstitute admits holders of the 
Diploma to Licentiate Membership. 
QZaraar OppocrtunMus 
These awards are particularly suitable for those who 
attain positions relating to production planning, purchasing, 
quality control, estimating, surveying, inspection and general 
administration in the Construction Industry. They also provide a 
suitable background for those who wish to make their careers 
in building in the public sector (i.e. Central and Local 
Government). 
The majority of the past graduates work in building firms as 
Estimators, Building Surveyors, Pr.ogrammers, Planners, 
Contract Managers and Site Managers. Many have attained a 
high level in management where they are now executive 
directors or managing directors. Other graduates are working 
for consultants in various capacities. 
surveying & &tlU " rg Teohnolow, 
6116 GEO-SURVEYING TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATEtDIPLOMA 
CAS caurse This wholetime course prepares students for a Technician 
Gods DT03 Certificate award in Geo-Surveying after two years and a 
Technician Diploma award on completion of an additional year. 
There is a good balance between the theoretical and practical 
aspects of Geo-Surveying thereby ensuring a sound 
understanding of the applications of its technology. Project 
work is a significant feature of the course and is an important 
element in the overall assessment. 
First Year: Leaving Certificate with passes in five subjects 
Req~iremBrcfs including Mathematics and English or equivalent qualifications. 
Preference will be given to applicants with good grades in 
Mathematics. 
Third Year (Diploma Stage): Applicants are normally expected 
have reached Credit or Distinction level in the Certificate 
Examination at the end of the Second Year in order to  qualify! 
36 
for admission to the Third Year. However, those holding a Pass 
Certificate and at least one year of appropriate post-Certificate 
experience will be considered. 
Course of Study 
Mathematics & Statistics, Survey Methods and Practice, 
Instrumentation, Liberal Studies, Computer Science, Science for 
Surveying, Survey Drawing. 
Mathematics & Statistics, Instrumentation, Survey Methods & 
Practice, Mine & Engineering Surveying, Photogrammetry, 
Science for Surveying, Cartography, Computer Science, 
Construction Engineering. 
Mathematics & Statistics, Mine & Engineering Surveying, 
 survey Methods & Practice, Astronomy, Law, Photogrammetry, 
Cartography, Construction Engineering, Group Project. 
Field camps are conducted at the end of both the First and 
Second Years. In addition students are expected to gain 
practical experience during the summer vacation. 
Awards 
Graduates from this course are eligible for the following awards: 
(a) Technician CertificateIDiploma in Geo-Surveying (Dublin 
Institute of Technology) 
(b) National CertificateIDiploma in Geo-Surveying (National 
Council for Educational Awards) 
Holders of the Diploma are eligible for membership of the 
Society of Survey Technicians, Institute of Civil Engineering 
Surveyors and for:exemptions from the Part Ill1 Land Survey 
Examination of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. 
Career Opportunities 
The Geo-Surveying Technician may be employed in a wide 
variety of occupations such as with engineering, land survey 
and hydrographic consultancies as well as with mining, 
photogrammetric and construction companies. 
The work can be very varied due to the varity of survey sites 
requiring different techniques and equipment but generally the 
work involves the preparation of a plan for a development or 
the setting out of a design on the ground for construction. The 
Geo-Surveyor should have a preference for an outdoor life and 
an ability to co-operate and work in a team with other 
specialists. Sophisticated opticial and electronic instruments are 
commonly used in conjunction with computers and micro- 
processors in Geo-Surveying and some specialise in these. 





URBAN DESIGN (POST GRADUATE) 
Commencement of course is subject to  additional 
accommodation and finance being available t o  the 
Archltectum and Town Planning. 
PLANNING TECHNlClAN CERTIFICATE COURSE 
Commencement of course is subject to  additional 
accommodation and finance being available t o  the 
Dept . in Charge Arditecture and Town Plannihg. 
College. 
College. 
AUCTIONEERING VALUATION AND ESTATE AGENCY 
CERTIFICATEIDIPLOMA COURSE 
(b) National Certificate in Business Studies, (Auctioneering 
Valuations and Estate Agency) (after t w o  years) and 
National Diploma in Business Studies, (Auctioneering, 
Valuations and Estate Agency) (after further year) (Nat 
Council for Educational Awards) 
Career Opportunitle!B 
The course is suitable for those wishing to  prepare Tor a career 
as an auctioneer, estate agent and property valuer and aims to 
give an understanding of the legal, economic and physical 
framework within which the property market funct 
aims to  give the basic skills needed to  practice as 
auctioneer. 
The course meets the academic requirements of both the Irish 
Auctioneers and Valuers lnstitute (IAVI) and the lnstitute of 
Professional Auctioneers, Valuers, and Livestock Salesmen. 
These are professional bodies in the field of Auctioneering and 
This course has been developed to  prepare students for a Estate ~ g e n c ~  in the Republic of Ireland. Auctioneers ana 
Certificate Award in Auctioneering, Valuation and Estate Estate Agents are involved in the sales, lettings, management 
Agency after two  years of wholetime study.Those who achieve and valuation of property. Generally, they work either in 
a good standard in  the Certificate may proceed t o  a Diploma 
award after a period of suitable employment. They are required 
t o  undertake a prescribed course of study and course 
assignments as well as a dissertation on an appropriate topic. the built environment. Other desirable character traits are an 
outgoing nature tonether with an abilitv to  aet on with ~ e o ~ l e .  
minimum entrance qualification required for entry is the 
second Year Applied Valuations, Quantitative Methods, Property 
Management, Building Construction, Law. Planning, Financial 
Management, Marketing. balance between theoretical and practical aspects and 
participants are given an appreciation of a range of construction 
Enter into suitable employment at the end of the Second Year skills. Students are encouraged to  spend the summer vacation 
after which they return to  the College to  undertake a prescribe gaining practical work experience in the areas of Buildings 
course of study, carry out assignments and complete a Maintenance and Inspection Building Supplies, Technical Sales 
dissertation on an appropriate topic as well as the end of and related activities. 
session examinations. 
(a) Leaving Certificate with passes in five subjects including 
 ward Mathematics and English. Special consideration will be given to 
&tudents who successfully complete the course are eligible for applicants who have studied Building Construction as a Leaving 
the following awards: Certificate subject. 
(a) Certificate in Auctioneering and Estate Agency (after two  
years) and Diploma in Auctioneering Valuation and Estate (b) Equivalent qualification and suitable experience preferably in 
the construction sector. 
m:F!ggG+- dL .-. - - 
TECHNOLOGICAL AND TECHNICIAN COURSES 
- PART-TIME 
P Estimating, Complementary Studies, and Construction and . CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN DIPLOMA PART-TIME 
Maintenance Skills. 
This day release course is similar to the wholetime Diploma 
m-nd Y t m  Construction Technology II, Building Science II, Quantities and course and leads to the award of the Construction Technician's Diploma. Classes are scheduled on one day and two evenings d 
per week over a period of four years. Entry to this course is 
open to those holding: K .S 
?clir ,., 
(a) The secondary schools Leaving Certificate in at least five ilb' 
subjects including Mathematics or the Matriculation Certificate?)? 
Students who successfully c,omplete the course are eJigible for 
the following awards: 62s odp s s m H r w a  snx- - 
(a) Buildings Maintenance Technician Certificate (Dublin 
lnstitute of Technology). 
(b) National Certificate in Construction Studies (Buildings 81$haqp B u m  and Building Twhmalogg. arr 
Maintenance) (National Council for Educational Awards). - -  - - _ . _  
* m a  - - - -  - '  -. '- - ,  , -,.- 
Career Opportunities 
DIPLOMAIDEOREE IN CONSTRUCTION ECONlOMlCS 
PART-TIME 
This day release course is similar to the wholetime Diploma *h 
course and leads to the award of a DiplomaIDegree in a Construction Economics. Classes are scheduled on one day n 
This is a course for Technician members of the Royal lnstitut 
of the Architects of Ireland who wish to transfer from 
of the Institute. 
The course extends over one year (26 weeks) and is intended 
to operate only every third year. Selection of students is made 
by the Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland to whom 
Subjects of the course are Theory of Architecture; History of 
Architecture; Urban Studies; and Architectural Design. 
-, ::-q I 
buaiitiosltions rechnician Membership of the RIA1 and selection by the RIAI. I 
Dept. h Charge &chitaleturn % Tcrwn Planning. 
I-- 
:.=. . I 
- - 
I T  ,IT. 
- 
. -- 
- A  
 IS^ Z\YY! 1.~2 yl6t1! 5 ~ 1 1 2  i ti 
tLm~~am~itzkhh~rn~mm s 3  I : I ~ T \  5 ; ~  >, LY-
Short Courses in Building, Project Management, Computei 
by the Department of Surveying and Building Technology. 
I 
Applications and for First-Time House Purchasers may be held 
during the session. Enquiries relating to  these will be welcomec 
+-=E ARCHITECTURE, SURVEYING & BUILDING - 
PROFESSIONAL COURSE IN SURVEYING-ANDF 
' a &ONSTRUCTION STUDIES ,_----. - 
3m m3 .wBJa&5xtmA 
This is a three-year, two-stage evening course to  e 
students who hold Intermediate Level qualificati 
construction and surveying fields to progress to  full p r o f e s m ~ a l  
qualifications of appropriate institutions. Students may attend 
classes up to  five evenings per week depending on their choice 
-. -- of subjects. i Fimd3 * 
N .C .E .A. Diploma in Construction Studies, C .T.D. A.C. I.O.B., 
at!-s L.C.S.I., R.I.C.S., Part 1 examinations!@l:*~~#? :.- I tG*:in .' 
m-PetilE3A *notreflrtriSsf 
in CbrQa w.muwm g-&fib~~.rl-:r - ') 10 - - 
k,~ia x , r q \ ~ !  
Dept. in Charge Surveying and Bufldlng Technology. GRADUATE ,DIPLOMA IN .ARBITRATIOKi LAW 
The objectives of this one year part-time course are to  provide 
participants with a better knowledge of the law and arbitration 
including the Arbitration Acts of 1 954 and 1980. It has been 
developed at the request of and in co-operation with the Irish 
Branch of the Chartered lnstitute of Arbitrators. 
Relevant professional qualification (e.g. Law, Engineering, 
Architecture, Surveying, Accountancy, Insurance etc.) with 
exemptions from modules (a) and (b) for practising lawvers and 
: -. 
those' with a recognised law degree. ~xce~t iona l l<  appiications 
r will be accepted from unqualified students who have 
I appropriate trainin'g or experience. Selection will be subject to  
C~mqm of rises three modules (a) Legal Principles, Civil 
w Procedure & Evidence (b) Contract & Tort and (c) Arbitration 
Law & Procedure, Alternative Methods of Dispute Resolution. 
boe@tmtbns On successful completion of examinations students will be 
Ek Awards awarded the Dublin Institute of Technology Graduate Diploma in 
Arbitration Law. It is intended to seek exemption for holders of 
this Diploma from Parts I and II of the examinations of the 
Chartered lnstitute of Arbitrators. 
n Cnarge Surveying & Building Technology 
GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION LAW 
The objectives of this one year part-time course are to  provide 
a better knowledge of the practice of international arbitration, 
laws and procedures. It has been developeci ar rne request of 
and in co-operation with the lrish Branch of the Chartered 
lnstitute of Arbitrators. I' 
Entmnoe Application will be open to those holding the DIT Diploma in 
R ~ d r a m n w  Arbitration Law, Fellows of the Chartered lnstitute of 
(1 1 (a) a recognised professional qualification in the fields of 
Planning, Architecture, Surveying, Engineering, Law, 
course simultaneously. Selection will be subject to interview. Accountancy 
or 
Cb) an Honours Degree in an appropriate discipline viz. it ,- sJ
Cuursa of The course comprises two modules and four special seminars Surveying, Economics, Law, Geography, Business 
Study as follows: Studies. 
Module (a) Comparative Law & Procedure; Module (b) (2) Employment in or evidence of appropriate post-certification 
International Arbitration, Practice & Procedure; and (c) intensive work experience in the Built Environment field. 
two day seminars led and directed by visiting specialist 
lecturers and organised by the lrish branch of the Chartered 
Institute of Arbitrators. The course consists of two parts: 
Part I subjects are Valuations, Law, Land Use Economics and 
On successful completion of examinations (including Development, Taxation, Building Construction and Maintenance, 
performance at the special seminars) students will be awarded and Principles and Techniques of Planning. 
the Dublin lnstitute of Technology Graduate Diploma in 
Part I1 consists of one integrated subject area containing a 
number of elements under the general title 'Planning and 
Development Policies, Practice and Procedures'. 
na Part I examinations in the subjects listed above will be held at 
the end of Year 1. Part II examinations will be held and a major 
planning and development case study is required to be 
submitted at the end of the first term in Year II. 
I 
On successful completion of the course, students are expected 
to qualify for the award of a Dublin lnstitute of Technology 
Graduate Diploma in Land Use Economics. Exemption will be 
sought for holders of this Diploma from the Part II and Ill 
examinations of the Planning and Development Division of the 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. 
gpt* in Charge Surveying & Building Technology. 
aarge Surveyinr~ and BuMdfrcg Technology. 
45 
i 
GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN LAND USE ECONOMICS 
The objective of this part-time post-graduate course, which 
extends over one academic year and one term of the 
succeeding year, is to meet the educational requirements for 
practice as a Planning and Development Surveyor. 
SHORT COURSES 
Short courses in various aspects of Surveying and Building may 
be held during the session in response to demands. Enquiries 
should be directed to the Department of Surveying and Building. 

Production, Structural, and Building Services Engineering. They 
share a common first year and have other common elements in 
subsequent years. Electrical and Electronic Engineering courses 
are offered in the College of Technology, Kevin Street. 
The College has responded to changing requirements for 
technician courses to meet the emerging demands. The 
opportunities for technician graduates are good and such 
courses also offer attractive prospects for young people in 
search of interesting careers. 
The School continues to play an important role in the College's 
evening activities. Programmes are kept under review and every 
attempt is made to assist technical personnel to keep abreast of 
the latest advances and new technological developments. 
As the accomodation of the College is limited it is regretted that 
in many cases competition to gain entry into courses is very 
keen and only some of the apgicants can be admitted. 
TECHNOLOGlCAL AND TECHNICIAN 
COURSES - WHOLETIME 
PRELIMINARY ENOINEERINO 
e This is a one-year full-time course commencing each year in 
mid-September. Its main purpose is to prepare students for 
entry into the first year of the College's Engineering 
DiplomaIDegree Courses B 1 2 1, B 1 22, B 1 23 or B 1 24. 
The Irish Leaving Certificate of the Department of Education 
rements with good passes in Mathematics, English and three other 
subjects, or equivalent qualifications. In practice the typical 
candidate gaining admission will probably have a number of 
'Honour' grades. 
of StudyThe subjects studied are:- Mathematics, Mechanics, Engineering 
Technology, Physics, Chemistry, Engineering Q,ra jng, 
Communications and Liberal Studies. 
mlnations Students are required to:- 
the satisfaction of the college. 
* Other (a) take College examinations at the end of each session. 
The Engineering School uirements (b) present laboratory notebooks and project work reports to 
through direct contact 
training, project work 
professional institution missbm into Students who reach the required standard in the College 
Professbnal examinations may qualify for admission to the first year of 
courses B 1 2 1, B 1 22, B 1 23, B 1 24 without further assessments 
and are notified of this early in July. They do not have to apply 
through the CAO system. 
arge En@neering Teohnology. 
CAO Course This a four year whole-time course which prepares students 
Code FT04 with suitable aptitude and educational background for a 
in Building Services Engineering. It is a broadly based cours 
1 , ~ )  T8.71..~?.3 the early years, and becomes more specialised in Building 
, ,  , ,  , _ P L  Services Engineering in later stages. Project work is a major 
, L5:!rJ!j;J 3!j+ element in the programme. In the third year a Joint project wi 
. *  krchitectural and Surveying students is undertaken and in the 
i ~3 I t 1.: i., T6 final year a specialised thesis or design project is required. The 
course requires a good mathematical and analytical ability. 
Students are encouraged to obtain suitable summer employme 
; ~ ~ 1 7 3 ~ i i j s ( ,  j ,.;741$ in the industry to complement their studies. i$8s,-;;,l';wb 
2 7 ' ' V S b J  ~ P % l ~ ~ ~ u ~ v ; J .  . T l P G l T - Y -  7 ' u ~ * ~ 1  - s  - - *  T=---. 
# - ' t n ~ d  t h c i  . i m I ~ ~ ~ i ( ' ~ m & ~ j T ~ n ~ ~ ~ g M ~  
Entrance Thd #ninimum educational qualifications requir 
Reguiremunts the Irish Leaving Certificate in six subjects with Grade 
. ,., , ,,,, higher on higher level papers in Mathematics and a sui 
L>r ;?: 7 7 c : 1  ,Science subject (i.e. Physics, Chemistry, Physics with Chemistry, Applied Mathematics, Construction Studie 
Engineering) and a pass in four other subjects which 
~psFii13 include English, or equivalent qualifications. 
ta ~ c e v  13- 
. A - - -  
'--?35 7~ Course of Study 
First Year !i: srl 1 Mathematics, Mechanics, Materials Science, Physics, 
Engineering Technology, Engineering Drawing, Com 
and Social Studies, Workshop, Laboratory Work and G 
Computing. I!!' =Firat\- iJHk&g&wh~~@#ii 
50 
Mathematics, Environmental Science, Materials Science, 
Electrical Engineering, Building Technology, Fluids and 
Thermodynamics, Building Service Design, Economic and Social 
Studies, Workshop and Laboratory Work. 
Mathematics and Computing, Environmental Engineerin,, 
Control Engineering, Electrotechnology, Lighting and 
Accoustics, Fluids and Thermodynamics, Building Services 
Design, Management Studies, Workshop and Laboratory Work. 
Mathematics and Computing, Environmental Engineering, 
Building Services Design, Electrical Services, Building Services . 
Plant, Construction Management and Laboratory Work. @ 
A major project is also undertaken. - - - . - . . - -  
f & 2 , . F 2  ?c a?:u€33 
I - 9 - r  Awar& fi&-r<D ,&<;J$.;a**tg%&ii.,t,:,;~ > $-;c&i*'s~:\r :- :7 n d-. rp* .* , & -  7 
Graduates of this course are eligible for the following awards: 
Diploma in Engineering (Dublin Institute of Technology) 
Bachelor of Science (Engineering) (University of Dublin) 
* / I  \ J 
nl-4 
 hei is re 'eligible for rnbmb&ship of the Institution of Engineers 
of Ireland and are also accepted for entry to appropriate 
. University post-graduate courses in Ireland and abroad. ' 
- .- 
. I  IF+ l-rll , -. 8 +<L L.1 I,!:+ l+Ll..> Career Opportunities - r L  
The qualification is appropriate to those wishing to make their.. 
careers in Building Services Engineering which is concerned 
with design and installation of Mechanical and Electrical 
Services necessary to ensure the efficient operation of modern 
buildings. They form part of the team of professionals involved 
with construction projects and work closely with Architects, 
, Quantity Surveyorg and Structural Engineers. " 7  
Graduates have gdod prospects of employment with consulting 
engineers, design offices, contracting firms, research 
organisations, as well as state and semi-state agencies and 
local authorities. Some may pursue post graduate studies in 
Ireland or abroad directly after graduating or they may go 
abroad to work initiall\l and in this way gain wider or specialised 
experianc-9,. 
]dies, '8,; 
I E n ~ e ~  Technology 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING -- D C P ~ O ~ ~ E O W E E  
This a four year wholetime course which prepares students "' - 
with a suitable aptitude and educational background for a career 
in Mechanical Engineering. It is a broadly based engineering 
course over the first two years with specialisation in the third 
and final years and it requires a good mathematical and 
analytical ability. Project Work is an important element in the 
programme and commences in the second year. A major project 
is undertaken in the final year on which both a thesis and oral 
presentation are required. Laboratory work is undertaken 
throughout the course. Students are encouraged to  obtain 
suitable summer employment in engineering to  complement 
their studies. 
The minimum educational qualifications required for entry are 
Regulnmem the lrish Leaving Certificate in six subjects with Grade C or 
hinher on higher level papers in Mathematics and a suitable 
~ G e n c e  subject (i.e. Physics, Chemistry, Physics with bept . in Charge Engineering Technology 
Chemistry, Applied Mathematics. Construction . - Studies . .  . and 1 
S 8 ~ ~ n d  Year Mathematics and Computing, Electrical Engineering, Mechanics, 
- - . - - - . - - - . -. , -.--. --...- Thermo~dynamics, Fluid Mechanics, Engineering Drawing & I .  . . -,--.. ..-. . ," "., m . .  my" L e l e m e n t  in the oroaramme and cnmmnnpn?: in +he cPPnn~ ,
Design,  ateri rials Science, Manufacturing Technology, 
Economics and Social Studies, Workshop, Laboratory Work and 
of Machines, Control ~ n ~ i n e e r i n ~ ,  Management Studies, 
Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, Electrotechnology, b 
Engineering Design and Laboratory Work. 
. . 
Fourth Year Mathematics and Computing, Control Engineering, Mechanics a 
Materials, Mechanics of Machines. Thermodynamics, Fluid 
Mechanics, Engineering Management and Laboratory Work. A 
major project is also undertaken. 9 
wards 
Graduates of this course are eligible for the following awards: 
Diploma in Engineering (Dublin Institute of Technology) 
Bachelor of Science (Engineering) (University of Dublin) I 
Engineering) and a pass in four other subjects which must - !- .- . -. *. . A .. : - 5 r l =  a &  rn - 
include English, or equivalent qualifications. 
1 8 1 2 3 r  " PRODUCTION ENOlNEERtNG - DIPLOMA/DEGREE 
LRU bourse I 111s 1s a ruur year wnorerrme course wnlcn prepares stuaents 
aptitude and educational background for a career 
in Production Engineering. It is a broadly based engineering 
course over the first t w o  years with specialisation in the third 
and final years in Production Engineering. It requires a good 
mathematical and analvtical ahilitv Prninct wnrk ic an i nqrtant 
- - - - - r -  --- -.--- "- -..- -- ..... 
or project is undertaken in the 
and oral presentation are requ 
aken throughout the course. S 
suitable summer employment 
ement their studies. 
e mlnlmum educational qualificat 
e lrish Leaving Certificate in six s 
~gher on higher level papers in Mathematics and a suitable 
cience subject 0.e. Physics, Chemistry, Physics with 
hemistry, Applied( Mathematics, Construction Studies & 
ring) and a pass in four other subjects which must 
English, or equivalent qualifications. 
echanics, Material Science, Physics, Engine 
Engineering Drawing, Communications and Soc~a 
rkshop, Laboratory Work and Computing. 
C-: Mathematics, Electrical Engineering, Mechanics, 
Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, Engineering Drawing & 
Design, Materials Science, Manufacturing Technology, 
Economics and Social Studies, Workshop, Laboratory Work and 
Yeat Mathematics and Computing, Mechanics of Materials, 
Mechanics of Machines, Control Engineering, Management 
Studies, Manufacturing Technology, Materials Science, 
Industrial Engineering, Product Design and Laboratory Work. 
They are eligible for membership of the Institution of Engineer 
of Ireland and are also accepted for entry to appropriate 
University post-graduate courses in Ireland and abroad. E 
Carwr OpportunRies 
7 The qualification is appropriate t o  those wishing to  specialise 
either General Mechanical or Process Engineering. Mechanica' 
Engineers are likely to  be involved with the design and 
construction of all types of equipment ranging from individual 
I 
items t o  complete factories or process plants. They may also 
involved with the management of projects and firms and witt 
the maintenance of plant and equipment. 
~ o w t l ,  Yegr Mathematics and Computing. Control Engineering, Science subject (i.e. Physics, Chemistry, Physics with 
Manufacturing Technology, Mechanics, Materials Science, Chemistry, Applied Mathematics and Construction Studies & 
4 
Production Management and Laboratory Work. Engineering) and a pass in four other subjects which must include English, or equivalent qualifications. 
A major project is also undertaken. 
Course of Study 
Mathematics, Mechanics, Materials Science, Physics, 
' ' 
Engineering Technology, Engineering Drawing, Communications 
, *  > ' , ;  
- . 
Computing. and Social Studies, Workshop, Laboratory Work and 
 hey are eligible for membership of the Institution of Engineers Mathematics, Mechanics, Surveying, Fluid Mechanics, Materials 
of Ireland and are alsa accepted for envy to appropriate I Science, Concrete Technology and Geology, Structural Theory, 




and Social Studies and Laboratory Work. 
-- 
8 8 8 - .  
'Third Year Mathematics and Computing, Surveying. Mechanics of 
Materials. Design of Structures, Theory of Structures, Municipal 
Engineering, Management Studies, Soil Mechanics, Laboratory 
Work. 
h Ye- Mathematics and Computing, Mechanics of Materials, Theory of 
Structures, Design of Structures, Highway Engineering, 
Construction Management, Laboratory Work. 
- .  . .,, --, b h  < a  - A major project is also undertaken. 
OWGtw hewe 
A w W  
Graduates are eligible for the following awards: 
Diploma in Engineering (Dublin Institute of Technology) 
Bachelor of Science (Engineering) (University of Dublin) 
They are eligible for Membership of the Institution of Engineers 
of lreland and are :also accepted for entry to 'sppropriate 
University post-graduate courses in lreland and abroad. 
-' ' S ~ ~ U ~ ~ U R A L  ENG~NEER~NG DlPLONU/DEGRm 6124 3.m The qualification is appropriate to those wishing to make their 
careers in Structural Engineering, which is a specialisation of 
' ~CAO course This is a four year wholetime Course which Prepares stud Civil Engineering. Structural Engineers are concerned with the 
' - q&h ~ ~ 0 4  with a suitable aptitude and educational background for a design and construction of buildings, bridges and special 
- , in structural engineering. It is a broadly based engineering structures. They form part of the team of professionals involved 
course in the early years, specialising in structural design i with construction projects and in this way work closely with 
_ I  later stages. Project work is a major element in the Progra Architects, Quantity Surveyors and Building Service Engineers. 
-- 
and in the final year a thesis and oral presentation on a s 
topic studied are required. The course requires a good Graduates have Prospects of employment with structural design 
- - -  - 
mathematical and analytical ability. Students are encourag offices, contractors, research organisations, as well as state 
,- obtain suitable summer employment in the industry to I and semi-state agencies and local authorities. Some pursue 
complement their studies. post-graduate studies in Ireland or abroad directly after i - .;?*F, graduating or they may go abroad to work initially and in this 
1; kntran~r  he minimum educational qualifications required for entr way gain wider or specialised experience. 
,. Rqu]nmanw the Irish Leaving Certificate in six subjects with Grade C T ( 3 j L " 1  ir 
higher on higher level papers in Mathematics and a suits 
-4 - ;.- 
. y 
I - 54 55 * 
6126 cw& E N ~ ~ ~ E E ~ ~ N O  TECH taAI C E m m A T '  AND DIPLQMA 
I coune This course prepares students for a Technician Certificate cade ~ ~ 4 . 1  award in Civil Engineering at the end of two Years and for a 
. Technician Diploma award at the end of a further Year of studyg 
The students attend the College from September until the end 
of May each year and they spend the Summer months gaining 
practical experience in approved Civil or Structural Engineering 
design offices, construction sites, etc. The course requires an Career Opmunftim 
analytical ability to understand and solve technical problems* The qualification is appropriate to those wishing to enter 
engineering as a Technician Specialising in Civil Engineering, 
First Year: Leaving Certificate with good Passes in Mathematics Civil Engineering Technicians may be involved in the design and 
meats and a Science subject (preferably Physics), English and two construction of buildings, bridges, roads, water supply, sanitary 
other subjects or equivalent qualifications- etc* They may also be involved in drafting, surveying, laboratory and field work. and the planning and supervision of 
contracts. 
Graduates have Prospects of employment in contracting firms, 
engineering design offices. state and semi-state bodies. and 
research organisations engaged in Civil Engineering work, 
a* in C'wle E n g i m  T.ohW@y 
course of Study 
Mathematics, Engineering Science. Mechanics, Drawing. 
Construction Technology. Surveying and Complementary 
Studies. 
Second year Structural Design and Detailing. Mathematics. Concrete. 
( c ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~  Geology and Soil Mechanics. Surveying. Construction Services 
and Supplies, Planning and Administration. Complementary 
Studies Laboratory Work. 
T h ~  year Theory of Structures, Structural Design, Municipal Engineering! )Structural Design (Steel/Con~rete). Engineering, Mathematics, 
Computing, Management Studies and Project. 
BUImING s E ~ c ~  EN~INEERING T&HNIC(m CERTl f lc~n AND DIPLOMA 
le for the following  ward@: 
(a) TechnicIan CedfflcaelDiploma in CivA Engineering (Dublin This 'Oursf? Prepares students for a Technician Ce*ificate 
Institute of Technology award in Building Services Engineering at the end of two years and for a Technician Diploma award at the end of a funher year 
Engineering (CidI) (National of study. The students attend College from September until the 
end Of May each year and they spend the Summer months 
- -  
gaining practical experience in heating. ventilation and air 
conditioning, in consulting engineers' offices and related 
industry. The course requires an analytical ability to  understa 
3nd solve technical problems. 
mnce First Year: Leaving Certificate with good passes in hematics, Science subject (preferably Physics). English a 
other subjects or equivalent qualifications. 
(Diploma Stage): Students are expected t o  re 
rit) or Distinction level in the Certificate Exam 
of the second year t o  qualify for admission 
of the course leading to  the Diploma award. 
who hold a Pass Certificate and at least one year of a 
post-certificate experience may also be considered. 
CQW! of Stua1 
Mathvl llatics, h,echanics, Engineering Science. Drawing. 
~t year 
lnstrumen Materials, Building C ~ n ~ t r u c t i o n  a d 
Services. and Complementary Studies. 
Second ye.. Mathematics, Thermal & Fluid Plant. Electrotechnolog~ and 
Industrial Instrumentation, Complementary Studies. 
Environmental Plant Design, Lighting. Accoustics. Water 
Services, Environmental Engineering, Laboratory Work and 
Project. 
Mathematics, Management Studies, Electrotechnolog~ and 
Controls, Process Plant Technology 1. Environmental 
Engineering, Environmental Plant Design, Ancillary Services1 
Computing and Project Work. 
fiamina*n (a) Students take a College Examination at the end of each 
ad Other session, which is moderated by the National Council for 
RWmmmts Educational Awards, and the Dublin Institute of techno log^- (b) They are required t o  submit repOhS O n  their project and 
laboratory work. 
A w m -  
Graduates of this course are eligible for the following awards (a) Technician CertificatelDiploma in EnvironrnentallBuilding 
Services Engineering (Dublin Institute of Technology) 
) National Cer(ificate/Diploma in Engineering (Building MECHANJCm U G N ~ l N G  nCHNIC)AII C m A C A E  AND 01PU)MA 
Services) (National Council for Educational Awards) 
ose who have successfully completed the Certificate sta 
s course meet the academic requirements for Technician 
status with the Institution of Engineers of Ireland. while tho 
who have completed the Diploma Stage are at Technician 
Engineer level and can qualify for the non-cor~orate 
Associateship grade of membership after they have complet 
suitable period of practical training. 
58 
Students who hold a Pass Certificate and at least one year of 
appropriate post-Certificate experience may also be considered. 
The Diploma stage is specialised. At  present two options are 1 
offered - Manufacturing Technology or Process Plant 
Course of Study 
Mathematics. Engineering Sc~ence. urawlng Mechanic 
Workshop Technology, Instrumentation and Material 
Computing and Complementry Studies. semi-state agencies 
Sscmd Ynqr Mathematics, Thermal and Fluid Plant. Electrot 
Controls. Complementary Studies. Mechanics, 
Design, Production Technology, Computing an 
d Year Common Subjects: Mathematics. Electrotechnology an 
Controls, Management Studies and Computing. 
Manufacturing Option: Manufacturing Technology I & II, 
Manufacturing Management, Manufacturing Design, Mechanics 
and Project Work. 
Process Option: Materials Science. Process Plant Technology I 
& 11, Process Plant Design. Management, and Project Work. 
Examination (a) Students take a College examination at the end of each 
and Other session, which is moderated by the National Council for 
Rsguir.mgmts Educational Awards and the Dublin Institute of Technology. (b) They are required to submit reports on their project and 
laboratory work. 
u ~ a ~ u a t e s  of this course are eligible for the following awards: 
Technician CertificatelDiploma in Mechanical Engineerlng 
(Dublin Institute of Technology) 
) National Certificate/Diploma in Engineerlng (Process or 
Manufacturing) (National Council for Educational Awardsl 
Those who have successfully completed the Certificate Staga 
of this course meet the academic requirements for Technician 
status with the Institution of Engineers of Ireland. Those who 
have completed the Diploma Stage are at Technician Enginee 
60 . . 
\ r, 
A 3 
Certificate with passes in five subjects. including Entrant% bsvk 
Requhemnti Mathematics and English, and pref e rab l~  Physics or equivaiea 
qualification. 
Second Year Mathematics, Automobile Engineering. AutorIIobiie 
Electricity/Electronics, Engineering Science. Heat Engines. 
Applied Mechanics, Workshop Technology. Engineering 
Drawing. Computer Studies. Complementary and Manage 
Studies. 
(a) Depamttmenf of Education tntermediate or Day Groug, p , _ ,  
emenls Certificate in suitable subjects; and - &  
.,-,lb) Employment in an Aeronautical Engineering environment.' 
ination Students are requir 
the' I n s t m e  of the Motor 
d the Student Society of Examinations 
ssist in their placement- of London Ins 
A t  the end of the second year - The Department of 
Awards Education Senior Trades, and City and Guilds of London 
Graduates of the course are eligible for the following award Institute Aeronautical Engineering, Occupational 
Competences Part I1 and Aeronautical Engineering 
Technician Certificate in Transport Engineering (Dublin in Technician's Certificate Part I. 
of Technology) 
Diploma in Motor Industry 
Technology). 
62 
Examhti~om At the end of each session students take a College examination 
' ad Othw which is moderated by the National Council for Educational 
Rrqulnments Awards and the Dublin Institute of Technology. 
leted the Certificate Stage 
requirements for Technician 
neers of Ireland, while those 
stage meet the Technician 
the non-Corporate 
ip after they have completed a 
Dept in Charge Engineertrig Technology 
- 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING -ECHNICIAN CERTIFICATE AND 
COURSE DIPLOMA COURSE 
*l-,Cl I . - - l -  .. - This part-time day and evening course prepares students for a 
Technician CertificatelDiploma in Mechanical Engineering. 
Students are expected to be already suitably employed in 
Mechanical Engineering before commencing the course. It 
parallels course 8128 and follows the same core syllabus. 
Leaving Certificate or equivalent with passes in Mathematics, a 
ants Science subject (preferably Physics), English, and two other 
subjects or a Senior Trade Certificate with suitable 
endorsement. 
A .  Stage I - First and Second Year - Subjects: Mathematics, 
:5 Engineering Science. Mechanics. Drawing, Instrumentation and Stage I - wrst and second Year Subjects: Mathematics1 Materials, Workshop Technology and Complementary Studies. 
Engineering Science, Mechanics, Drawing, Surveyingr 
Construction Technology and Complementary rs (Certificate Stage): At this 
Mechanical, Welding and Fluid 
matics, Thermal and Fluid 
trial Instrumentation, and 
on: Mechanics, Drawing, Design and 
erials, and Production Technology. 
terials, Welding Technology, and 
er I, Fluid Power Systems, and 
Years (Diploma Stage) At this stage 
is offered on a part-time basis at 
expected to be employed in this 
s, Mechanics, Complementary 
and Electronics, Control Engineering, 
n, Design, and Project Work. 
Candidates are required to have passed the Certificate Stage M E ~ m i o f i  EN*INEERMIG T E C M ~ ~ Q ~ ~  Q@&R$E 
with Credit (Merit) or to have at least one yearts suitable This panetime day and evening Course is intended to prepare 
together with a Pass Ce*ificate* students for the City Guilds of London exam~inations for 
Mechanical Engineering Technicians (2 55). The course is for 
Exmh- A~ the end of each of each session students take a College technicians and draughtsmen engaged in the following types of  examination which is moderated by the National Council employment: 
Roglbemam ~ d ~ ~ ~ t i ~ ~ a l  Awards and the Dublin Institute of Machine Tool Operation, Jig & Tool Design. Engineering 
Production and Design Draughtsmen. 
Stage Technological Certificate of the Department 
of Education in Mechanical Engineering or Leaving Certificate or 
endorsement in Senior Craft Certificate, P 
Id: -- -:-7 , - , i y ~ \ j ~ , ~ ? $ * i , -  %% 0' 
\ 
*. 
seS and Practice. Engineering Drawing and 
Materials. Engineering Science. Mathematics. General Studies. 
Year Science and Mathematics. Drawing and Materialsl Production 
techno log^ and General Studies. 
Third Year Production Technology, Mathematics and Statistics, Metrology 
and Management Studies. 
*aminations A t  the end of the first year students take the Part I examination 
nd Other the City & Guilds of London Institute No. 255. Pan 11 at the 
equirements end the second year, and Part 111 at the end of the third year, 
BPt. in Charge Engineering Technology 
SHORT COURSE PROGRAMME 
A series 2-5 day short Courses on modern developments in 
Engineering Technology may be organised at different stages 
during the session. These may include: 
(a) Low Cost Automation; 
(b) Fluid Power; 
(c) Maintenance Management Techniques; 
(dl Modern Production Methods; 
(e) New Developments in Welding Technology; 
(f) Fuel Technology; 
(g) Fire Safety; 
(h) Structural Design Codes; 
(j) New Materials; 
(k) Water Pollution Control; 
(1) Energy Conservation; 
(m) Engineering Costings and Estimating, 
67 86 
flj n d0 baA@wa af jbfa&. 
(ii) The EnqineMnb (SBum@ 1fW) Ysvd W .s&wC*ted Profsssional 
. . $o&eH i # ~ h  8% - 
& M e m k &  E far The 
fa) The ln&uiEbn a* ProdG~ip Enprp-r~; 5 - .  
I*\ Thn Ensti 
Courses alfe offered tor the Part II stage provided there are 
suff icisnt applicants of a suitable educational otsndard = 
Depending on demand, the following Part II subjects may be 
offered: The Engineer in Society. Mechanics of Solids. 
Materials. Structural Analysis, Structural Design. 
Thermodynamics. Fuel and Energy. Construction Management. 
Geotechnical Engineering and possibly other subjects. Students 
are required to complete a Laboratory Programme as part of this 
course. 
L Dept. in Charge 
Full Details of the syllabus and examination regulations are 
available from the Institution of Engineers of lreland. 22 Clyde 
Road. Dublin 4. or the Engineering Council. Examination Dept.. 
Second Floor Savoy Hill House. London WC2R OBU. Tel: 
01 -379 7459. 
Before entry, applicants must meet the requirements of the 
appropriate lnstitution for student membership. They are urged 
to make early applications to the Institutions because it may 
take several months to process and it is not possible to sit the 
examinations until this has been completed. 
The requirement for students membership of the lnstution of 
Engineers of Ireland is Leaving Certificate with Honours or GCE 
Advanced Level in Mathematics and a suitable Science subject 
together with four Ordinary Level subjects including English. 
Certain Technician qualifications also meet the educational 
requirements for student membership and may give exemption 
from all or some subjects in Part I. Details are available from 
the Department of Engineering Technology. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGlCAL CERTIFICATE 
COURSE 
This course is intended to prepare students for the 
Technological Certificate examinations of the Department of 
Education in Mechanical Engineering as follows: 
At the end of First year (Elementary Stage) Subjects: 
Mathematics. Mechanics. Heat. Drawing. 
At the end of the Second year (Intermediate Stage) Subjects: 
Mathematics. Mechanics. Heat and Heat Engines. Drawing. 
At the end of Third Year (Advanced Stage) Subjects: 
Mathematics, Heat Engines. Drawing, Applied Mechanics. 
The entrance requirements are Department of Education 
Intermediate Certificate or Day Group Certificate with passes in 
Mathematics, English and a Science subject. Students with 
Leaving Certificate which includes a pass in Mathematics and a 
Science subject may enter the course at the second year stage. 
E43C W@ldin~ Option: D @ s ~ o ~  and Matsrials, WeMing Technology and Wdding Inspection. 
xhis is a f o u r - ~ a r  &waning &OU~S@ W"@PrB amdents i7 
smBw, mpbmmt & CCil EngbrerdW Technicians Fluid Pm@t' Option: Fluid Power I, Fluid Power Systems, and 
certificate, \t parallele Courre D43C m r s e  B1 26 and Mlachine Control. 
~OIIQWS the same syllabus. 
En;tranw The entrance requirement is Leavtng Certificate in five subjects ------- --7 
Reqdrm9nrr includjngj Mathematics C?r equivalent quslirmatiQn' r l  w m  BlJkf31NG sERVICEs ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN CERT~FI CATE 
CouW of Stage I -- F i ~ t  dL @d Year mb~'8' 
COURSE 
~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ t b s ,  Mechanics , Engineering S C M ~ ~ .  Construction Study s- > T e c b ~ i w ,  Drawing. Suneying ~ l d  ~ o m ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Studies* This is a four year evening course to prepare students in 
suitable employment for a Building Services Engineering 
stage 11 - Third & F w h - e s r  (%'il:b~te Swge) subjects: Technician Certificate. It parallels Course 81 27 and Course D43V1 and follows the same syllabus, Stmctural Design and Detailing. Engineering Materialsf 
Surveyingl Mathematics and Computing, Planning and 
~ d ~ j ~ i s t r a t i o n ,  ~ ~ n ~ m c t i o n  ~ervices, complementary Studies* Leaving Certificate in five subjects including Mathematics or RWuimmenb Senior Trade Certificate with endorsement or equivalent 
qualification. 
I - First & Second Years Subjects: Mathematics, 
Mechanics, Engineering Science, Drawing, Instrumentation, 
Building Construction and Services, and Complementary 
Studies. 
This is a four-year evening course to prepare students in Stage 11 - Third & ~ourth Year (Certificate Stage) Subjects: ~t 
employment for Mechanical Engineering Technician this stage two options are available, Building Services and 
certificate, ~t Course 61 28 and D43M and the Ref rigeration Technology. 
same syllabus but specialised options are available in both Fluid 
power and Welding. Common subjects: Mathematics, Thermal and Fluid Plant, 
Electro*echnolog~ and Industrial Instrumentation, 
Complementary! Studies. 
Bujldlng Services Option: Environmental Plant Design, Lighting, 
Acoustics and Water Services, Environmental Engineering. 
Rew~eration Technology Option: Refrigeration Plant, 
Refrigeration Design. Lighting. Acoustics and Water Services, 
lPt= in e h . ~ e  EM-lw Teehtidogy. 
CI ;(f i 1.F?'?99*-m 
This is a three year evening course to prepare students for the 
Part II Pan 11 and Pal? 111 examinations of the Cay & Guilds of 
London Institute course for Mechanical Engineering Technicians 
(255) Students should have a suitable craft background and 
the Senior Craft Certificate with endorsement, Elementary 
Mechanical option: Mechanics, Drawing, Design and Technolo!Jical Certificate in Mechanical Engineering, GCE, 
Engineering Materials, and Production T@chnologyg Leaving Certificate or equivalent. 
71 
Certificate course qualify for Associate Membership of the 
parallel part-time day course- Institution of industrial Managers. Successful students may 
continue their studies on the one year Diploma course. which 
leads to  the Membership grade (MIIM). 
b p t .  In Charge 7m" logy*  
Those who enrol are required to  apply for student membership 
of the Institution prior to  embarking on the course, 
aspt. in Charge Enginwring Technology. 
A degree in Civil or Structural Engineering. Or a pass in Entrance IE1/Engineering Council examinations. or equivalent, together This is a two  Year Course for technicians employed in the 
with at least one year of suitable postgraduate experience in a refrigeration engineering industry. Suitable students are 
structural design office. prepared for the City & Guilds of London Institute examinations 
in Science and Technology of Refrigeration (257). The subjects 
of instflJction are:- Science. Refrigeration Processes and 
Machinery, and Drawing. 
t- in Charge Engineering Technology. 
DOMESTIC HaTllNF AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 
COURSE 
This t w o  Year evening Course prepares students for the 
examination of the Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers, 
Successful candidates will be eligible for entry to the Institute. 
Members may gain entry. with some exemptions. to  the part- 
time Building Services Engineering courses (D43V or ~ 4 3 ~ ) .  
I 
The course is available to those who are employed in the 
ents heating industry. 
n of Three evenings per week over two  years. 
- )  l ? ,  
. .. .. 8- 
Third Year Subjects: Mathematics. Heat Transfer. Combustion. 
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers was originally 
established in Britain. In I 982 the Irish branch of I.D.H.E. 
gained autonomy and is now recognised as I.D.H.E. 
International. 
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First Year Subjects: Drawing. Physics, Mathematics, Heat 
Transfer. 
Second Year Subjects: Mathematics, Heat Transfer. Systems. 
Combustion 
The Institute awards its o w n  Diploma t o  the candidates Entrance Leaving Certificate or equivalent qualification. Exemptions to 
successfully complete the course. The Diploma entitles Requhemena stages of the course may be available to  suitably qualified 
to  use the Institute's titles. candidates. 
Dept . in Charge Engineering Techndogy. 
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING COURSE 
De~aflment of Education Elementary, Intermediate and 
 hi^ is a two year course which prepares students for the Advanced Technological Certificates in Motor Car Engineering, 
~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ t ~ ~ h i ~  examinations of the Institute of Fire 
f 5 Years of 30 weeks each year, 4 evenings (1  2 hours) each 
week. 
Motor Car Engineering. Engineering Science and Mathematics, 
Subjects Science, Fireground Operations and Equipment, Fire Automobile Electricity. Engineering Laboratory, General Studies 
and Equipment. including English, Drawing and Sketching, Garage Organisation 
and Management. 
Day Vocational Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate 
rments with Honours in certain specified subjects. 
This course provides instruction for flight operations officers in 
all operational aspects related t o  the preparation for commercial 
flights and the monitoring of all flights from a safety and 
efficiency viewpoint from the ground. It includes flight planning, 
aircraft loading, flight watch and operational considerations 
such as weight and runway limitations for the aircraft 
performance, weather, and ATC procedures. 
- - - Entrance The course f o b w s  the guidelines of ICAO standardised course 
- Requiremerlt@ 201. 
, -, A . . . - la One year, t w o  evenings a week. 
~ e p t .  in Charge Automom Engi*ering- 
A general knowledge of aviation appropriate t o  personnel 
el--- employed in airlines or associated operations. 
€44 in Charge Aeronautical Enginedng. 
- .- 
 hi^ three year course prepares students for membership it- 
examinations of the Institute of the Motor Industrys w,* 
P R O D ~ ~ ~ O N  F'LA NlNO COURSE (1.A.T .A.) 
E c&b@@ts. Motor Industry Management, ~ o t o r  industry Law, Motor Industry Administration and Organisation. Accountancy1 This COurse provides instruction for personnel employed in the 
!all%+ yc Computer Studies. Planning Departmnts of the Aeronautical Industry. The course Ra,rtAn 
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covers Aircraft Organisation and Practice, end Aircraft 
Operational and Maintenance Planning. 
Entrano8 Personnel employed in Planning Departments in the Industry and 
Rqu,irements holders of Part II Examinations of the City & Guilds of London 
Institute Certificate Course (258). 
Duration of 1 year, 2 evenings per weak. 
Course 
Dept . in  Charge Aeronautical Engineering. 
MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS' LICENCES OF THE DEPARTMENT 
OF TOURISM & TRANSPORT 
'A' LICENCE - B.A.C.l- 11 AC LICENCE 
F27 MARK 050 AND P & W 125 ENGINE 
'A' LICENCE - 8737 
'A' LICENCE - B747 
'A' LICENCE - B727 
'C' LICENCE - P & W JT8D 
'C' LICENCE - P & W JT9D 
'C' LICENCE - ROLLS ROYCE SPEY 
'X' LICENCE - INSTRUMENTS 
'X' LICENCE - ELECTRICAL 
'X' LICENCE - RADIO 
'X' LICENCE - RADIO (RADAR ENDORSEMENT) 
SHORTS 360 AIRCRAFT AND PT6 ENGINE 
'X' LICENCES - AVIONICS 
B 737 CONVERSION AND CFM 56 ENGINE. 
8737 - 200/300 DIFFERENCES COURSE. 
B737 - 400/500 DIFFERENCES COURSE. 
The above courses provide instruction for Aircraft Maintenance 
Engineers wishing to  take the appropriate licence examination 
of the Department of Tourism & Transport. The courses are of 
one year duration requiring attendance on t w o  evenings per 
week. 
Emrancm Basic Aeronautical Engineering Certificate in  appropriate 
f!@qdaem.snts Category. 
JET EFJBINE OVERHAUL PROCEDURES 
This course provides instruction in Jet Engine design and 
overhaul procedures. 
b&cWW8 Employment in the Industry. 
Rquimmenta 
Duration of 1 year. 1 evening per week ' c a w  
Dept . in Charge Aeromutical Engineerinr 
BASIC AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING CERTIFICATES OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF TOURISM AND TRANSPORT 
AIRFRAMES PRESSURISED (B.A.E.C.2) 
PISTON ENGINES (B.A.E.C.3) 
TURBO - PROP & TURBO - JET ENGINES (B.A.E.C.4) 




The above courses are one year duration. requiring attendance 
for t w o  evenings (6 hours weekly per session). The courses are 
designed t o  prepare students for the Basic Aeronautical 
Engineering Certificate examinations of the Department of 
Tourism & Transpgrt. 
Not less than t w o  years employment in the Aeronautical 
irments. Engineering Industry. 
** k Chsrg. Pernflaupid Eqflksaring. 
a3 
rsil PRIVATE AIRCRAFT PILOT'S LICENCE 
These courses provide instruction in Meteorology, Navigation. 
Air Legislation, Theory of Flight and Aircraft Limitations. for 
personnel wishing t o  take the Department of Tourism & 
Transport Private Pilots Licence and the Private Pilots Licence 
Instrument Rating. 
flI,Of 1 year. one evening per week for each course. 
This is a one year evening course in COBOL t o  prepare students 
for the City and Guilds Examination 424 (Preliminary Certificate 
in Applications Programming). 
Entrance (a) Leaving Certificate or equivalent and 
(b) Commercial or Industrial experience related to  Computing. 
Course of Fundamentals of Data Processing, Computing and Computer 
Study Hardware, File Organisation and Processing, Introduction to  
Software, Program Writing and Documentation. 
O W r  The course involves attendance on t w o  evenings a week 
Information throughout the session. 
Dept. in Charge Scbme, Mathematbs and Genmral Studies. 
ram wnsm 
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING E72 
- I 
Procedure '- ' [: 
- .  
SCHOOL OF TRADES 
Craft  Trade Related and*- 
Craf t  Based Technic ia~,=~ 
Courses 8 ,  
* I . .  - 
I ;>;: ;c.p .-+I-+ .pl*d : + L n  JiI,;-, 
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- - , -  
The College offers day release. block release and evening courses for 
apprentices. craftsmen and technicians actually engaged in appropriate 
industries. The students are released from their employment. where appropriate. 
on full pay to  attend classes. 
The craft courses are designed to  cover the requirements of the Junior and 
Senior Trade Certificate examinations of the Department of Education and 
corresponding examinations of the City & Guilds of London Institute. The 
subjects covered on these courses include the relevant trade theory and 
practice. together with Drawing. Engineering Science. Mathematics. Social 
Science, English and General Studies. 
Although most of the apprentice& are rektawrd directly from indugtry, an 
increasing number of First msr applr are receidng formal "off-the-job" 
training in indusMal arrik$i rf .ak$l im P ~ c t m  @kills of their 
and are re14j8asbd t o  %@dJ hfli%eet# i -4fmw~~ s*j@ef s ~ b ~ e 4 ~ 4 3 n f  
years their training and ;~?du~~i%O~on requirements are povldsd by the College. 
mId& where a d+mand 'for these C O U ~ ~ B  
id @@r &W$r-er+t% wha are successful in the 
!to ~~~ ta hippr ~16Jel courses. Thew 
nician caGfa@$. rentice John Gahonf 
- .  
-. ' . 
i I ,  
Sk;lls O/ympicsf held ;n 
Evening courses in trade subjects, mainly at the more advanced levels. are 
organised on the basis of attendance on t w o  evenings weekly. and provision is 
made for students t o  take the appropriate trade examinations. 
All trade and trade related courses offered by the College are grouped within a 
number of Schools. 
The School of Engineering Trades provides courses for the Automobile. 
Aeronautical and General Engineering Trade. 
The School of donstruetion Trades provides courses for the trades of Carpen 
and Joinery. Brickwork and Plasterwork. Metal Fabrication, Welding. Foundry 
Work, Plumbing. Wood Machining. Furniture Manufacture and Sheet Metalwo 
The School of Printing provides courses, education and training for all s 
of the printing industry. including Lithographers. Compositors and Book 
It also provides special classes in print techniques for other Colleges an 
courses. 
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CRAFT AND TRADE RELATED COURSES - DAY 
:nquiriers seeking further information about craft and trade-related courses 
;hould contact Departments as follows:- 
BRlCKWORK - JAY RELEASE 
This course requires attendance on one day and one night a 
week for the First and Second Year and one day per week 
thereafter. The course is designed to  allow students t o  take 
Junior and Senior Trade Certificate Examinations (Practical and 
Written) of the Department of Education and the City & Guilds 
of London lnstitute Craft Certificate Examinations. 
This course meets the requirements of, apprentices who are 
attending full-time for one year at a FAS Training Centre. 
Students attend the College on one day and one evening per 
week during this one year course. The course is designed to  
prepare students to  take the Junior Trade Certificate 
Examination of the Department of Education. 
Entrance Enrolment as an apprentice in an approved Training Centre. 
PUSTERWORK -- DAY RELEASE 
Entrance Apprenticeship to  the trade. 
Requirements 
rhis course meets the requirements of apprentices who are 
attending full-time for one year at a FAS Training Centre. 
Students attend the College on one day and one evening per 
week during this one year course. The course is designed to  
prepare students to  take the Junior Trade Certificate 
Examination of the Deoartment of Education. 
Enrolment as an apprentice in an approved Training Centre. 
4'' . PAINTING AND DECORATING - DAY RELEASE Q' 
L 
This course requires attendance on one day and one evening 
per week for the first and second year and one day per week 
thereafter. The course is designed to prepare students to take 
the Junior and Senior Trade Certificate examinations (Practical 
and Written) of the Department of Education and the City & 
Guilds of London lnstitute Craft Certificate Examinations. 
Apprenticesl ' to  the trade. 
PAINTING AND DECORATING - OFF-ThEJOB COURSE 
This course meets the requirements of apprentices who ar 
attending full-time for one year at a FAS Training Centre. 
Students attend the College on one day and one evening per 
week during this one year course. The course is designed to 
prepare students to  take the Junior Trade Certificate 
Examination of the Department of Education. 
Enrolment as an apprentice in an approved Training Centre. 
VEHICLE BUILDING - DAY RELEASE 
This course requires attendance on one day and one evening 
per week for the First and Second Year and one day per week 
thereafter. The course is designed to prepare students to  take 
the City & Guilds of London lnstitute Examinations in Vehicle 
Body Craft Studies Part I and Part II. I Apprenticeship to  trade. CABINFTMAKINOICHAIRMAKlNG - DAY RELEASE 
This course requires attendance on one day and one evening 
per week for the First and Second Year and one day per week 




the Junior and Senior Trade Certificate Examinations (Practical 
and Written) of the Department of Education. 
Apprenticeship to  the trade. 
This course meets the requirements of the apprentices who are 
attending full-time for one year at a FAS Training Centre. 
Students attend the College on one day and one evening per 
week during this one year course. The course is designed to  
prepare students to  take the Junior Trade Certificate Examination 
of the Department of Education. 
Enrolment as an apprentice in an approved Training Centre. 
This course requires attendance on one day and one evening per 
week for the First and Second Years and one day per week 
thereafter. 
Apprenticeship to  the trade. 
CRAFT TECHNEIAN COURSE IN BUKDMIG 
This course may be offered on a day-release and evening 
attendance basis in the 1990/91 session. See course E l  20 for 
further details. 
CARPENTRY AND JOINERY - DAY RELEASE 
This course requires attendance on one day per week for four 
years. The course is designed to prepare students to take the 
Junior and Senior Trade Certificate Examinations (Practical and 
Written) of the Department of Education with endorsements and 
the City & Guilds of London Institute. The Junior examination is 
taken after two years and the Senior examination after four year! 
Students who complete the course satisfactorily can proceed to 
more advanced courses leading to City & Guilds of London 
Institute Examinations. 
* _ 
iIIEiuttanCe ( Requirements Apprenticeship to the trade. 
CARPENTRv AND JOINERY - OFF THE JOB 
This course is designed to meet the requirements of apprentices 
who are attending a Training Centre on a full-time basis during 
their first year. They are released to  attend the College on one 
day per weekduring this period and the course prepares them 
to  take the Junior Trade Certificate Examination of the 
Department of Education. 
Entrance Enrolment as a Carpentry and Joinery apprentice in an approved 
Requirements Training Centre. 
D122A WOODCUTTING MACHINIST - DAY RELEASE 
This course requires attendance on one day per week for four 
years. The course is designed t o  prepare students to  take the 
Junior and Senior Trade Certificate Examinations (Practical and 
Written) of the Department of Education with endorsements and 
the City & Guilds of London Institute. The Junior examination is . 
taken after t w o  years and the Senior examination after four 
years. Students who complete the course satisfactorily can 
proceed to more advanced courses leading t o  City & Guilds of 
London lnstitute Examinations. 
Entrance Apprenticeship t o  the Trade. 
Requirements 
D122B WOODCUTTING MACHINIST - OFF-THE-JOB 
I This course is designed to  meet the requirements of apprentices 
who are attending a Training Centre on a full-time basis during 
during their first year. They are released to  attend the College 
on one day per week during this period and'the course prepares 
them to  take the Junior Trade Certificate Examination of the 
Department of Education. 
ntrancse Enrolment as a Woodcutting Machinist apprentice in an 
tquirsments approved Training Centre. 

. - 
mika w-. c - 
Technolog~l Plant Vehicle Electricity/Electronics, 
Engineering Science, Mathematics. Technical Drawing, General 
Studies. 
Duraaon of 
4 years of 38 weeks each year Course 
Attendance 1 day (7 hours) and 2 evenings (6 hours) each week. 
Sdjectr ~~t~~ Vehicle Technology, Motor Vehicle ~ lec t r i c i t ~ /E lec t ron~~R Engineering Science, Mathematics. Technical Drawing, 
Workshop Practice, Garage Practice. General Studiesm 
13 a-k~ide'da Block Release Cours Entrance w mionr Day V cational Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate- 
Plant Technology, PI Electricity, Engineering Science, 
D l  27D Mathematics, Tech gI Garage and Workshop 
HALF DAY RELEASE) ' Practice, General S 
Owscdve ~ ~ ~ a r t m e n t  of Education Junior Trade Certificate with 
endorsement subjects: 
One year over 38 weeks. CoNsTRUCTIO~ PLANT FlnERS COURSE - DAY RELEASE 
~ ~ ~ - d ~ ~ ~ ~  One and a Half Days (10 hours) and one Evening 
4 Years of 38 weeks each year 
VEHICLE-MECHAN?CS - TWO 
=--% - "'.K ' cationat Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate, ' 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ t  of Education Senior Trade Certificate with - 
endorsement subjects. MOTOR VE)'IICLE PARTS BMONNEL 
* 5F !-.&---'., . -I:,L-.:-->~;-; :,< - , . - D u d o n  of . . d -. ,; . i F , - . . -' - , - - >  ndon Institute Vehicle Parts personnel 
TWO years of 38 weeks. COWS@ 
Anandana Two days (14 hours1 each weeka 
SubJem M~~~~ Vehicle Technoiogyl Motor Vehicle Electrici Engineeri~ng Science, Mathematics, Technical Dr rnmercial Practice and Off ice 
Workshop Practice, Garage Practice, General Stu inistration. Motor Vehicle Knowledge, 
g English and Computer Studies, 
LIGHT WHlCLE BODY REPAIR - O F F - ~ E  JOB 
The City & Guilds of London Institute 385 Certificate. 
of Six months part-time day (7 hours) and t w o  evenings (6 hours) 
One year over 36 weeks. each week. 
08 
-- 
Motor Vehicle Knowledge. Motor Vehicle Body Repair. W!@'te Engineering Science. Mathematics. Technical Drawing. Welding. 
Workshop and Laboratory Practice. 
Entrance Qualifications Day Vocational Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate. I 
D131B LIGHT VEHICLE BODY REPAIR - BLOCK RELEASE 




 lock release for 11  weeks during each year of apprenticeship* Ceurse 
Subjects Motor Vehicle Knowledge, Motor Vehicle Repair. Engineering Science. Mathematics. Technical Drawing. Welding. Workshop 
and Laboratory Practice, General Studies. 
Day Vocational Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate. 
wm 'P)m*kw 
I G+ 
;Q ondon Institute 385, Parts I and 11 Certificates. 
O ( ,  4 years part-time day and evening course. 1 day (7 hours) and , 
-' 
2 evenings (6 hours) each week, 38  weeks each Year. 
Motor Vehicle Knowledge. Motor Vehicle Body Repair, 
, Engineering Science, Mathematics. Technical Drawing. Welding. 
.A Workshop and Laboratory Practice. 
, Entrance 
~ ~ f i c a j o n ~  Day Vocational Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate, P 
0134 .. AUTO-ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 
Department of Education Advanced Motor Car Engineering 
3 Te&nol~gical CertifiMne and the Cky Guilds of  oild don 
Institute Matar Vehicle Technicians Full Technological 
CertMicate (380), Pavts !I and 'Ill. 
n of 1 year part-time (7 hours) and 2 evenings (8 hwrs)  each wee 
for 38 weeks. 
Mmor Car engineering, Automobile ElectricJwElemonics. He 
E , n m ,  Ap@L&d f!dlechanicr, Orage 0~@1mic& .* and 
~ l s n v m s c l t  a d  C6np~u~:ter 8t~d lob .  
5 ?" Four years of day release (1 day and 1 evening per week), 
Depa*mem ot ~ d u i a t l o n  Senior Tkde CertiRcate with Workshop Workshop Technology, Mathematics and 
endorsement subj,@ets and D @ ~ a r t m n t  of f5ducation Craft Calculationst Technical Drawing. Engineering Science and 
l n ~ e , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Mtm Qw Ew,inehng Te~h~logiosf C t % ' t j m  General Studies. 
subjww) or the City & Guilds of London InstiNte 390. I 





I S~bb6-  
[ Entrance 
Department of Education Junior and Senior Trade Certificates in 
Fitting and Turning with endorsement and City & Guilds 
Certificate in Engineering Systems Maintenance Competences. 
Four years of Block Release (1 1 weeks each year). 
Workshop Practice, Maintenance Practice & Technology, 
Hydraulics and/or Pneumatics, Electrical Systems, Power 
Transmission Systems, Technical Drawing, Maths & Craft 
Calculations. Engineering Science, Computing and CNC and 
General Studies (Maintenance Modules, subject to change). 
- a Qualifications Day Vocational Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate. .-?* 
ters for Toolmaking apprentices. 
Department of Education Junior and Senior Trade Certificates 
with endorsements, and modules of City and Guilds Computer- 
Aided Engineering Course. 
FITTINOTTURNING & MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS - OFF- 
THE-JOB 
This cdurse is designed for Fittermurner and Maintenance Finer 
Apprentices attending off-the-job courses in Tralning Centres. 
Department of  EduMnion Junior Trade Caflificste with 
endorsements, and City & Guilds Certificates in Engineering 
Qy~tmns Maintenance Competmcgs. 
One yaclr release (1 H dhys snd 1 or 2 wm'ings each week, or 
one wkek in three aver the session). Relearn in years 2 & 3 
from industry is on a Day or Block Release basis. 
Warlabop Prsctice, MbiMm~nce  Pramice@ end Technology, 
Hydraulics aM/w Pneumatics, Ektcicab Systems. Power 
Treslemission Systems, Techticel Drawing. M ~ h s  & Craft 
Calouktions, Engineering Scienos. Computing and C. N .C . and I '  
Gsneral StucHea ((Mbints~alnce hAai6ul~s. subjecll to change). 
Gnwp Csr t i fh te  or htefmo&ats Certificate . 
. J 
FIITlNG/TURNIN~G AND MAlNTENANCE SY - .ENIS - BLOW 
RELEASE 
This Course is designed for FittersjTurners and General 
Maintenance Fitters. 
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First year release from Training Centres for Department of 
Education Junior Stage Examinations with endorsements and 
City & Guilds Computer-Aided Engineering Stage I - followed 
by two years of day release from industry (1 day and 1 or 2 
evenings each week) for Department of Education Senior Stage 
Examinations with endorsements, and City & Guilds Computer- 
Aided Engineering Stage II with an option for Stage Ill. 
Workshop Practice, Workshop Technology, Mathematics & 
Craft Calculations, Technical Drawing, General Studies, 
Engineering Science and Computer Aided Engineering. 
i .I 
) , I  1 
, Day Vocational ~ r b u ~  or Intermediate Certificate. 
WELDING - DAY RELEASE 
This course requires attendance on one day and one evening 
per week over four years. The course is designed to prepare 
students to take the Junior and Senior Trade Certificate 
Examination after two years and the Senior Stage examination 
after four years. Students who complete the course 
satisfactorily may proceed to the craft-based Technician Course 
in Metal Fabrication and Welding. 
Employment as a welding apprentice. 
w 
SHORT COURSES M WELDING PROCESSES - UPDATING OF 
SKIUS 
Short courses in various aspects of Welding may be held during 
the session in response to demands from industry. Enquiries 
should be directed to the Department sf Metal Fabrication. 
Entrance Employment in the Engineering and Allied Trades. 
Requirements 
FOUNDRY MOULDERiCOREMA.KER -- BLOCK RELEASE 
This course is conducted at intervals to  meet the needs of the 
Foundry Industry. Students are nominated by their employers or 
are sponsored by FAS. The course is based on the syllabus for 
foundry craft studies of the City & Guilds of London Institute 
and normally entails attending four Block Release courses, each 
of 1 1 weeks duration spread over a 4 year cycle. 
The course involves both practical and theoretical training in 
Safe Working Practice, Materials, Methods, Equipment and 
Related Studies. 
In cases where students are employed in foundries outside the 
Dublin area, a one year off-the-job course may be provided 
entailing full-time attendance for one year and Block Release 
attendance for a further t w o  years. 
Intermediate or Day Vocational Group Certificate and be 
Raqukgments employed as an apprentice in the Foundry Industry. 
SHEET METALWORK - DAY RELEASE 
This course requires attendance on one day and one evening 
per week over four years. The course is designed to allow 
students to  take the Junior and Senior Trade Certificate 
Examinations (Practical and Written) of the Department of 
Education with endorsements and the City & Guilds of Londorl 
Institute. Generally, students take the Junior Stage Examination 
after two  vears and the Senior Stage Examination after four - - -  
vears. students com~let inq the course in a satisfactory manner 
This course requires attendance on one day and one evenlng 
per week over four years. The course is designed to allow 
students to  take the Junior and Senior Trade Certificate 
Examinations (Practical and Written) of the Department of 
Education with endorsements and the City & Guilds of London 
Institute. Generally, students take the Junior Stage Examinatior 
after t w o  years and the Senior Stage Examination after four 
years. Students completing the course in a satisfactory manner 
can proceed to  the craft-based Technician Certificate Course in 
I D150B METAL FABRICATION - OFF-THE-JOB 
This course meets the requirements of first year apprentices 
undergoing off-the-job training in a training centre. The 
apprentices attend the College on 1 YI days each week for 
classes in Trade Technology, Mathematics, Science, Drawing 
and General Studies. On completion of the course, student 
expected to  sit the Junior Trade Certificate Examination 
W (Written and Practical) of the Department of Education wi t  endorsements. Ehtrame. 
Requirements Employment in Metal Fabrication lndustry a 
PLUMBING -- DAY RELEASE w 
'his course requires attendance on one day per week over four 
rears. The course is designed to allow students to take the 
Junior and Senior Trade Certificate Examinations (Practical 
Written) of the Department of Education with endorsements. 
&he Junior Examination is taken after two  years and the Senio 
examination after four years. Students who complete the 
course satisfactorily can proceed t o  more advanced courses 
Requirements Employment in the Plumbina & Heatina Industrv as an 
I I D151B PLUMBING - OFF-THE-JOB 
This course meets the requirement of first year apprentices 
undergoing off-the-job training in a Training Centre. The 
apprentices attend4the College on one day per week for classes 
in Trade Technology, Mathematics, Science, Drawing and 
General Studies. On completion of the course, students are I 
expected to  sit the Junior Trade Certificate Examination 
(Written and Practical) of The Department of Education with 
endorsements. 
Entramce Employment in the Plumbing and Heating Industry as an 1 Rsqulremcmnts apprentice. 
I CRAFT ?€@iIICIAN CERTIFICATE COURSE IN PLUMBlNG 3 This course may be offered on a day release and evening 
attendance basis in the 1990191 session. See course E l  52 for 
- - 
further details. 
~ e t a l  Fabrication and Welding. 
Employment as a Metal Fabrication appren 
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CRAFT & TRADE RELATED COURSES - EVENING 
Enquirers seeking fuflher information about trade and trade-dated courses should 
contact Departments as follows: 
Department of Coneruction Trades 'A' - E101, E102, E104, E104B. E105, 
E108, E107, E l l  I 
Deoartment of ConstructionTrades'B' - El,  E120, E121, E122A, E122B 
Department of Automobile Engineering - E125. E l  28, E l  30, E131, E l  33A. E133B, E133C, El36 
Department of Engineering Trades 
CONSTWWCnOlV ORAF7# SUPPaWRARW BTUDIES 
Cdour in Building W-o& 
This course is designed to give craftspersons an opportunity to 
study colour, texture and pattern in building work. 
Duration One year - 30 weeks at 3 hours per week. 
Course Cawent:The effects of colour, light, pattern and texture on building form 
and character. 
Entry Senior Trade Certificate of the Department of Education in an 
Requiremem8 appropriate construction trade or an equivalent qualification. :-c 
Egamination City and Guilds of London Institute Certificate 600-1 -09. 
Department of Metal Fabrication - E143A, E143B, E143C, E143D El046 Design in B~lOldlDng Work 
E 1 45A, .E I-a, E 1 48, & Plumbing E149A&B, E150, E151, El52 This course is intended to give craftspersons an opportunity to 
study structure. function and visual effects in buildings. Depment  of Aeronautical Engineering - E 1 54. E l  54B. 54C 
Duration One Year - 30 weeks at 3 hours per week. 
Duration 
-> ' Z*d!J! 
subjt3oa+" 
,-..f-Y-.- . - 
, rot ~ Z t 3  
- Duration 
I Coune Content Design evaluation of structure, function and visual effects in 
buildings. 
BRICKWORK 
This course is designed to assist students to Prepare for the 
Senior Trade Certificate Examinations of the Department of 
Education and the Advanced Certificates of the City Guilds of 
London Institute. 
One year, one evening per week. 
Trade Theory & Drawing. 
Prospective students must have completed 3 Years of 




This course is designed to assist students to Prepare for the 
Senior Trade Certificate Examination of the De artment of 
Education and the Advanced Certificates of th$ City Guilds of 
London Institute. 
Trade Theory & Drawing. 
Prospective students must have completed 3 Years of 
apprenticeship and hold the Department of Education Junior Trad 
Certificate. 
96 
One year, one evening per week. 




PAINTING AND DECORATING b m  
This course is designed t o  assist students t o  prepare for the 
Senior Trade Certificate Examination of the Department of 
Education and the Advanced Certificate of the City & Guilds of 
London Institute. 
One vear, one evening per week. 
- -  - I .  
Y r a d e  Theory & Drawing. *mfjolmm as#'* 
SIONWORK - ADVANCED 
This course is intended to  give painting and decorating 
craftspersons an opportunity - - to  improve their knoweldge and 
skill in the preparation of signworlc. 
"El 
-' ' This is a three year evening course in Building Constructinn 
associated subjects in ~ r e ~ a r a t i o n  for the Denartment nf 
Course 
Duratiion 
FP Elementary level examination at the end of the first year. 
,* lntermediate level examination at the end of the second year. 
Advanced level examination at the end of the third year. 
EntW Employment in the Construction Industry and possession of a 
Requiremane Group or lntermediate Certificate with a Grade C in cr Mathematics and Mechanical Drawing, or better. 
- *  - T C  @ 70 
PC Exemption from First Year of the Course mBy%e granted t o  an 
im applicant who has achieved an acceptable level in Drawing and 
Building Subjects. Success in the Elementary Stage Examination 
is a requirement for entry intp the,Second Year of the Course. 
One year - 30 weeks at 3 hours Per week. Duration Success in the 'h t~media te-s tage Examination is a requirement 
,v bnr - for entry into the Final Year of the Course. 
Coune ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ,  shape and form in signwork. Production Glass ma.-- - = 
Gilding and Etching. Ornaty&'$t$&$~+ 4 Silk m m - . - ;  Screening. v : .  - ,  I s t  Year Building Construction. Mathematics and Geometry. 
~ Q * & ~ I I ~ S  ~33ek+r.fiirtDS I i X F m o  2nd Year Building Construction, Builders Quantities, Land 
BODY B " l ~ ~ l ~ ~  - .  - - - . - * .  ' - 
. .. 
and Setting-out. Plane and Solid Geometry. 
El07  
a 1 - r -   hi^ course is designed to  aisist'ktud-knts to  Prepare Solid Geometry. 
3rd Year Building C o n ~ t r ~ ~ t i ~ n ,  Builders Quantities, Plane and 
appropriate Advanced Certificate Examination of the City & n v -  
Guilds of London Institute. F- 
CRAFT TECHNICIAN CERTIF~CATE COURSE IN BUILDING 
One year, one evening P This is a three-~ear part-time course. The course has been 
SImbfects Trade Theory & Drawin designed to  enablq students on completion of their craft studies further their career prospects in the Building Industry. 
EnW prospective students 
~ w ~ I e m e n ~  apprenticeship and ha students must have completed at least three years 
Institute Certificate Ex ognised building trade and hold a 
- 1 Senior Trade Certificate or equivalent Repair. 
~ , b w  of 8twdy'Stage I: E l11  
rhis course is desig Building Construction I, Building Measurement, Estimating and Costing, Site Supervision and Builditla Sgience, 
Education and the Ad .I~+.CI : 4-
r - London Institute. dins Quantities and Account 
rrocedures, Surveying & ~ e v e l l i 6 ~ .  Structural ~ n ~ i n e e r i n g  and 
ite Management. 
tage III: m yi' 
. - 
uilding Construction Ill, Buildinn Quantities. Site Survevino and- 
- - 
- Dulrathn One year, one evening per week- 
%b@@W Trade Theory & Drawing. 
Prospective students must have co 
E 
, -  
Efi$.r~ I-=- ' Setting-out~ Building Services, BLilding MaterialsI Safety 
e.quhmmta apprenticeship and hold the Depart - .. .Cegis1ation~ - - E h l e n t s  of Building Law and Human Resource 
+ - , - , , Trade Certificate. 
98 99 
\ 
Craft Based Technician Certificate in Building (Dublin lnstitute of 
Technology) Objective The City & Guilds o f  London Institute 384. Vehicle Parts 
Personnel. Part I. 
Course Duration2 years. 3 0  weeks per year. 2 evenings per week (6 hours). 
CARPENTRY AND JOINERY - ADVANCED 
This course is designed to  assist senior apprentices and 
craftsmen in preparing for the Senior Trade Certificate 
Examination of the Department of Education and the Advanced 
Certificate of the City & Guilds of London Institute. 
Subjects Parts Merchandising. Commercial Practice and Office 
Procedures. Stores Administration. Motor Vehicle Knowledge, 
Computer Studies. 
Entrance 
Qualifications Day Vocational Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate. 
Dwatbn One year. t w o  evenings per week. 
MOTOR VEHICLE CRAFT STUDIES - DIAGNOSTIC 
TECHNIQUES Trade Theory. Trade Practice & Drawing. 
EnW Prospective students must have passed the Junior Trade 
R.qukemwr(r Certificate Examination in Carpentry and Joinery. 
Objrcthn The City & Guilds of London lnstitute 381 Part Ill. 
C o m e  DuratianFour years. 3 0  weeks each year. 
Attsncknwr Three evenings (9  hours) each week. 
SwbjWa Diagnostic Techniques (engine). Diagnostic Techniques 
(transmission). Automatic Gearboxes. 
Entrance 
Q ~ f l C ~ t i o n s  City & Guilds of London lnstitute 381 Part II or equivalent. 
WO0D;;ITTING MACHINISTS 
This course is designed t o  give students an appreciation of the 
practical use of woodcutting machines. Prospective students 
must be employed in a timber related trade. The course 
duration is one evening per week over one year. 
WOOD CUTTING MACHINISTS 
This course is designed to  update the skills of Woodcutting 
Machinists in modern machining techniques including the use of 
a Computer based Numerically Controlled Router. 
MOTOR VEHICLE CRAFT STUDIES - COMPRESSED AIR 
SYSTEMS: C.I. ENGINES; FUEL INJECTION EQUIPMENT 
Cbbhdwe The City & Guilds of London lnstitute 381 Part Ill. 
Coune DuratlonOne year of 3 0  weeks. 
4ttend.nco Three evenings (9 hours) each week. 
MOTOR CYCLE MECHANICS Compressed Air Brakes. Compression Ignition ,Engines. Fuel 
Injection Equipmend. C.I. Engines. - .  0td.ctk. The City & Guilds of London Institute Craft Certificate 389. I 
- f \ Y  .' ' Cw-rse DuWfon2 years of 30 weeks each year. 3 evenings (9  hours) each week. ics, Engineering 
ing, Workshop Practice. 
City & Guilds of London lnstitute 381 Part II or equivalent. 
Motor Cycle Technology. Electricity. Electron1 
Science. Mathematics, Technical Draw 
" ' 
General Studtes. MOTOR VEHICLE CRAFT STUDIES - ELECTRlCINJ'ELEGTRONICS 
rhree evenings (9 hours) each week. 
The City & Guilds of London lnstitute 381 Part Ill. 
l one  year of 3 0  weeks. 
Motor Vehicle Electricity and Motor Vehicle Electronics. 
Entram 
Rminrmn& Employment as a motor cycle mechanic. 
City & Guilds of London lnstitute 381 Part II or equivalent. 
AUTOMOBILE ENOINEERJNO UPDATING COURSE 
Continuing Education Programma. 
The City & Guilds of London lnstitute 381, Part Ill. Modular. 
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O-cdma T b  Ciiy Q 4@uiJgls of London In&itutla?kr&~,~&fi~a28 PWt W' 
'fm 6 ' 8  L?~ 
Coussa Sharf courses of 3 duira-tbn, w e r  two evenings per I E l l l D  Duration week, on modern deyelapments and tschniques in the industry. , 
Entrance 
Qualiiatjonr Department of Education Senior Trade Cerqif icabe. 
NCtCNC Machine Samng and operation 
This i's a one-year course to  prepare mechanical engineering 
craftspersons for the City & Guilds 2303 Level Ill Certificate. 
E l 3 9  QiJAlrllTY CONTROL NCICNC - Pal - ?rogrammlina 
This cou~rse provides a background for t h w  have 
responsibilfity for setting - . . .  spocificnions for performance in 
. . - L _. K - I  dm- 
manufacture or service indusfry ana tecnnlques Tor niaaaurllly 
a , 
their a c ~ ~ e v e m ~ n t ,  
u ~ ~ t v s  The City & Guilds of London Institute Parts I & 11, 743  Quality 
Control Certif iieaf e,. 
Course DurationOne year (one evening per week). a Entrv TT@!G&' 
j ~ u a h c a t i o n s  City and Gui!ds of Lmdon lnstitute 2303 Certificate (E 1 41A). 
;oms; 9 6 - w  e h  
Course DuradonOne year. 
m a n e e  Craft, Technician alnd --. Supervisory permel  with suitable 
QwarIMcdons background. 
This course is designed for apprentices, craftsmen and 
technicians who already have a competence in General F -i 
Maintenance Technology and Maintenance Organisation. u. 
There is a choice of additional course elements available for 
City & Guilds Part II sub systems options as follows: 
E l  40C ENGINEERING SYSTEM MP 
I 
I 
E140D ENGINEERING SYSTEM ME 
E l  4OF ENOINEERING SYSTEM MAINTENANC;~ - UHUANlaH I IUN I 
LINTENANCE - PNEUMATICS 
UNTENANCE - HYDRAULICS 
- - .-- 1 .,,A .-A&, 
Obj,wtivs City & Guilds of London Institute Part II - 21 4 Certificate on 
Engineering Systems Maintenance . . Competences. Candidates 
. .,I I_ _ . - - . - .:&L , 
lualify for the Cert~tlcate wnen 
and any 
1 Objective - - The City & Guilds of London lnstitute 2303 Level Ill Certificate 
141F k i  NCICNC - Advanced Part Programming 
The City & Guilds of London lnstitute 2304 Level IV Certificate 
Course DurationOne year (one evening per week). 
City & Guilds of London lnstitute 2303 Level Ill Certificate. 
ons (E141A & B). 
GOMWTER AIDED CTRAUOHTSMQ 
City & Guilds of London lnstitute 2304 Level Ill Certificate. 
4Cownre PurstlonOne year (one evening per week). 
Familiarity with conventional draughting skills. 
MECHANICAL ENQINEERllNG CRAFT STUDIES 
The City & Guilds bf London lnstitute Mechanical Engineering 
Craft Studies Certificate 205, Part It and Part Ill. Students take 
who successfully complete each element - will . - ~ssuea .-. wlL!l a 
record of achievement and will q 
they have achieved success in the two  core elements 
- - -  --..- 
three sub systems. Mi )itFW, :- the appropriate Part 11 examinations at the end of the first year D u m O n e  evening per week for each elemen . - of the Course and Part Ill at the end of the second year. kmw mtknTwo years (2 evenings per week) 
€141 COM-WTnicfi&3TQ E!w3tHmNG Two different options may be offered at Part I1 as follows: 
wj- A series of short cowses for those requiring an understanding E 142A Machining of new enginmriog technologias and their implications - City E 1428 Maintenance 
and Guilds 23.02 scheme. 
,- -' ': 
WMF . - =  
Four different options may be offered at Part 111 as follows: 
E 142C Factory Services (Maintenance) 
El43A Basic NC/ChEC E 1 42D Machining 
E 142E Toolmaking 
EIiQjB Basic CAD/CAM. E 142F Inspection 
€141G ~ a e i t i  ~dboi'ios 011s First Year: Department of Education Junior Trade Certificate or 
hww bmawl 0 .weah - one wening per week or an ak@rat@ daytime equivalent and Current attendance on block or day release 
snewgprnsnt, dependilag on cbmand- courses. 
Emram. Appllicernts a w i t e b b  gmai-hg 'background a%-; Second Year: City Guilds of London Institute 205, part 11 or 
bxta&%=m, &h@ .&p&$imjl' .@o'-iprs equivalent. 
1 02 103 
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METAL A M  AND O _ X Y * A ~ ~ ~ ~ f l ~  1 4 ,  ! >  
This course is designed t o  meet the needs of craftsmen Objective To provide Metalwork Teachers with an appreciation of Metal 
employed in the engineering or allied industries. The course Casting and metallurgy as applicable t o  the Intermediate 
covers both gas and electric-arc welding. Each course is of 22 Certificate and Leaving Certificate courses in Metalwork 
weeks duration, meeting on two  evenings each week from 7.00 Engineering. 
emranee 
Requirements Employment as a craftsman in the engineering or allied trades. 
E l  43B Wk8 .SHlELDEO ARG1WELDCeiEJt3- 
This is a special evening course designed t o  enable senior 
apprentices and craftsmen employed in engineering and allied 
trades t o  prepare for the IS200 Welding Certificate in low 
carbon steel and also for the BS 4872 For4 I 1  Certificate in  
aluminium (MIG and TIG process). 
Duration One year. (One evening per week from 7.00 p.m. t o  10.00 
p.m.) 
Entranoe 
Requinmsnts Employment in one of the engineering or allied trades. 
Duration of 
Course: 
One evening per week for 8 weeks or other suitable 
arrangements. 
I Duration of Course 
Employment as Metalwork Teachers in the V.E.C. System. 
lam METAL CA57;1NQ 
To introduce Artists & Sculptors and others involved in making 
statuary and Objets dlArt, to  good design practice and the 
principles involved in casting in Brass, Bronze and Aluminium. 
One evening per week for 8 weeks or other suitable 
arrangements. 
Entrance 
Requirements Appropriate to  those involved in Artistic Work. 
MELDING - ADVANCED (PIPE) 
ibis course is designed t o  assist craftsmen to  Prepare for the CRAFT TEWINlClAN CERTIFICATE COURSE IN METAL 
requirements of the I.S. 200 Irish Welding Certificate test. The FABRICATION & WELDING 
course is of 26  weeks duration, meeting on t w o  evenings per This three-~ear evening course of study has been designed t o  
week from 7.00 p.m. to  10.00 P.m. enable senior apprentices and craftspersons t o  qualify as Craft 
Technicians and be capable of filling supervisory positions in the 
Dudon One year (2 evenings per week). IMetal Fabrication and Welding Industry. 
Eman- Employment as a craftsman in the engineering or allied trades J @f Stage 1: Drawing, Materials & Process Technology, 
~ ~ m ~ ~ s  and have completed basic welding courses t o  an acceptable Mathematics and Engineering Science. 
standard. Stage 11: Drawing, Process Technology and Testing, 
E l  43D - _,ELDING ADVANCED (PLATE) Mathematics. Engineering Science and Computer Studies, 
This course is designed t o  assist craftsmen to  Prepare the '" i!3i! Stage 111: Plant Maintenance and Ancillary Services, inspection 
€ ? e T  ;@\ requirements of the 1,s. 200 Irish Welding Certificate test* The' 
"J , Testing and Quality Control, Principles of Management, 
4 - course is of 26 weeks duration, meeting on t w o  evenings Per . 'Mathematics, Computer-Aided Manufacture, Engineering 
week from 7.00 p.m. to  10.00 P.m. Science. 
. I  - 
E I a A  CA$T~NG TECHNOLOGY - MODERN DEYEI-*mENTS Prospective students must have completed at least three years 
of an appropriate craft apprenticeship and have successfully 
- ~bjecdve To' provide Technician ~ n & k  dMMl&&~~~s in  farcndy completed the Senior Stage of the Department of Education 
mu~w with. #&e skills appliPsk\R ltB .@@@-W@cess@s Craft Certificate Examinations, written and practical, with at 
- ' W V  I 
I 
- -  _ 
production method, within the i n d w t ~ w  least one endorsement subject where such is offered. 
'#if xh7ike6 @j! 1'6 + 4 + q < ' 6 ~ ~ [  , +. $+aMa .-. A t  the end of each Stage, students will be required t o  sit a 
- - 
-r7 . L ~  - 4 ,  ":. <? . *  . T . ~ . T  . h College examination in each subject, and pass it, before 
e .  
proceeding to  the next Stage. A DIT Craft Technician 
- ,'.- 
. - 
I . - -  .,: : 4  ' , I  
, . , , -  .-. ,- Certificate will be awarded to  students who have passed the 
the Foundry Industry. - i . r  I '  Final Examinations in all subjects. 
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E l m  SHEET METAL *WORK h- m M  
This course is designed to  assist Craftsmen to  prepare for the 
- =- 
Senior Trade Cerificate Examinations of the Departmena @f 8 1 8  
1'- Education or the City and Guilds of London. 
Duration One year, two evenings per week. 
Subjects Trade Theory & Drawing; 3sew leq ~ l r ~ s t l ~  ~ n t  e w  
af n&WftFlnrrRTlS, 
EMv Prospective students must have completed 3 years of 
RsgUirernqnM apprenticeship and hold the Department of Education Junior 
,,;3 d r a d e  .-,-.- q r ~ ~ b , ~ , ~ ~ . ~  Certificate. r . q q L  - . . 7#mBm 
- UPDAT~NG OF SKILLS 
This course is designed for the Sheetmetal work crafts person 
who require to  update their practical skills., ., 
Duration Ten weeks, meeting on two  evenings per-week, Monday and 
of Course - Tuesday 7.00 p.m. to  9.30 p.m. , o ~ , ~ - ~ ~ . ~ ~  jb! , ,   IT^..,.!^ 
Course The use of numerical controlled Press Break and Modern 
Content Welding Processes as applied to the Sheet Metal Industry 
R&uirrbents Emplo ment in the Sheet Metal In &m3 
as'mw 
Duration 
I n -  - ' 
METAL FABRICATION 
This course is designed to  
Craftsmen t o  for the Senior Trade Certificate 
Examination of the Department of Education or City and Guilds 
of  London 
\ r'F 
.;One year, t w ~  evenings per w e k .  - - - - 
subfms , v r a d e  Theory & Drawing. 
I L Y I ~ ~ U  F'bw. -.-v- w- 4 
ve completed 3 years of 
the Junior Trade Certificate. 
- - _ . .  - 
. L r-. 8 PLUMBWQ L J -w& 
This course is designed to assist Senior Apprentices and 
t o  prepare for the Senior Trade Certificate 
Examination of the Department of Education. 
Duration One year, t w o  evenings per week. 
er--* 
I" 9 
sub- Trade Theory & Drawing. --- 
-am#! li;c.sdhd- 
- 1 - w  
Bnw .Prospective apprentices must have completed 3 years of 
Rsq-m apprenticeship and have passed the Junior Trade Certificate. 
GRAFT tECHlY161AN CERWFfCATE COUmE IN ~KVMBINO fi This three-year course of study has been designed to  prepare - - 
young craftsmen as craft technicians in the PI 
Attendance is on three evenings per week (or 
one day and one evening per week). 
Cold Water Systems, G 
rainage, Mathematics, S 
II: Mathematics, Science, Mechanics of Fluids, Heating 
ology, Drawing and Design. 
Ill: Organisation and Management Techniques, Estimating 
eating Technology, Welding Technology, i 
Prospective students must have completed at least three years 
of an appropriate craft apprenticeship and have successfully 
completed the Senior Stage of the Department of Education 
Craft Certificate Examination (Written and Practical) with 
endorsement where such is offered. 
A t  the end of each stage, students will be required to  be 
successful in a College examination in each subject before 
proceeding to  the next stage. A DIT Craft Technician Certificate 
- ,;=will be awarded to  students who pass the final (Stage Ill) 
examination in all subjects. Students who are successful in the 
final examination may apply for corporate membership of the 
Institute of Plumbing and are also eligible for the Engineering 
., Technician status of the .Engineering Council.. : - 
- < : . -  - ' -  - I I 
€1 54 AERONAUTICAL CWT STUDIES -, 
I 
€1 WA Stage I 
k-:Im ' b . M  
attendance for t w o  
ings (6 hours) weekly per session. The course is designed 
o prepare students for Part I of the City & Guilds of London 
nstitute Examinations in Aeronautical Engineering Competence. 
Eman- '-- f&ay Vocational Group Certificate or Intermediate Certificate and 
9equ i rmon~psPe  employed in the Aeronautical Engineering Industry. 
his one year course is designed to  prepare students for Part II 
of the City & Guilds of London Examinations in Aeronautical 
Engineering Craft Studies (Course No. 208). Classes are held on 
~ j f l i  1- three evenings per week from October to  May. 
Part II City & Guilds Aer Engineering Craft Studies or 
Engineering Occupational Competences. 
I CAS Course Code DT13 - I ,  , ; ' = -  ,;, ..., ' , . I - ,  r .-- n :*.,; . . .? I  - :.,-, .-. ,', , b ~ j '  ~3 " ? < ~ I T '  jJ;:L ,. >.:\ . I  ,:.' 
I I r i  . 
- . PbSqlwa! .off- .oome% 4&gft, TeotmW@n and Diploma 
& o ~ @ L n d r n e  
rtg:A@& d the Printing and 
v.' CI&6 are maintain~d 
8 aldck &dvf&wy Wrnmtttees. 0 
bodies such as,PIRA, GATF, BPIF - 
NAPM and IOIP engures that the coyrs* jbf@kt current 
trrrm ;,,,* -, k pph~eloa ica i  .< , \ J  .. &I. , education , s b  &k!"td$h&l#~- L : I  I 
'.. ( . I  : &g$@t$4 qradua 
qPt prpspecto of int 
- -  .: 1 )  . -  
A ; * 4 j l  r a  L, + , S L  8 $, - - ( , I :  L. , l ,  (-;::< 8- - k tha Nat[dnal.'Ce~trei for kkpprekice ~ d ~ c & i o i ~  
and in addlition offers an extensive evening 
t 
TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATE IN PRINTINGIDIPLOMA IN 
PRINTING MANAGEMENT 
This course is designed to prepare young people for 
technicallmanagerial positions in printing and related industries. 
The course leads to a Certificate award in Printing after two 
years of study and to a Diploma Award in Printing Management 
after a further year's study. 
First Year: Leaving Certificate with passes in five subjects 
including Mathematics and English, or equivalent qualifications. 
Diploma Stage (Third Year): Certificate in Printing with Credit or . 
Distinction or a pass with one year of r e l e v a w r k  experience 
or an acceptable equivalent qualification. rw . . d- - 8  - :--. : 
The following subjects are included in the Certificate~ : ,I8 
programme: - Design for Printing, Graphic Reproduction, 
Electronic Composition. Printing Processes. Bookbinding and 
Print Finishing, Applied Science, Mathematics. Computer 
Applications, Production Planning. Estimating. Communications 
Financial Administration and Business Organisation. 
The following subjects are included in the Diploma (third year) 
programme: - Management Accountancy, Marketing, 
Estimating, Production Planning, Quality Management, Costing, 
Computer Science, Languages, Management Science. 
Graduates from this course are eligible for the following awards: 
(a) Technician Certificate in Printing (Dublin lnstitute of 
Technology). National Certificate in Technology (Printing 
Technology) (National CounoSI for Educational Awards) 
(b) Diploma in Printihg Management (Dublin Institute of 
Technology). NationLl Diploma in Business Studies (Printing 
Management) (National Council for Educational Awards) 
DIPLOMA IN GRAPHIC REPRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
This one year course in Graphic Reproduction Technology has 
been formulated in response to the needs of the graphic 
industries for creative personnel with experience of the 
production and finishing processes in the graphic arts. 
Students following this Graphic Reproduction Technology 
course design and process a wide range of items for print 
production. They are trained in photocomposition, camera and 
studio work. paste-up and planning, offset printing, screen 
printing and print finishing. and are expected to use these skills 
to produce finished products from their own designs. The 
objectives were formulated in consultation with interested 
bodies in the graphic communications industries, and are a 
realistic assessment of the requirements of print designers. 
National Certificate in Design of the NCEA with Credit or 
Distinction; or National Certificate in Design of the NCEA 
with a pass and one year's relevant working experience; or 
National Diploma in Design of the NCEA; or equivalent 
qualifications. 
Intending students should apply directly to the College and are 
required to present a portfolio of recent work. 
Course of Graphic Design, Electronic Composition, Desk Top Publishing, 




Graduates of the course are eligible for the following awards: 
(a) Diploma in  Graphic Reproduction Technology (Dublin 
Institute of Technology) 
(b) National Diploma in Technology (Graphic Design) (National 
Council for Educational Awards) 
Graduates find suitable employment-with advertising agencies, 
design studios, printing firms and publishing companies. They 
will also be capable of setting up and running their own studios. 
GRAFT RELATED COURSES 
Dl90 COMPOSITORS' WORIC 
(Block-release Course) 
First year attendance: twenty three weeks. 
Second year attendance: eight weeks. 
Third year attendance: eight weeks. 
Students are prepared for the Trade Certificate Examinations of 




(Block Release Course) 
First year attendance: twenty three weeks. 
Second year attendance: eight weeks. 
Third year attendance: eight weeks. 
Students are prepared for the Trade Certificate Examinations of 
the Department of Education. 
trrW!aR&Pw 
(Block Release Course) 
First year attendance: twenty three weeks. 
Second year attendance: eight weeks. 
Third year attendance: eight weeks. 
Students are prepared for the Trade Certificate Examinations of 





PRINTING & GRAPHlC COMMUNICATIONS - 
EVENING COURSES . - -.= -- - ,  c-r)  -2- ,- -T -- - - 
- - - -  
- -  - - -  . I C  - -  
. 1 
INTRODUCTI~~%%$TING -G+ 1 1 
%#@ 
A London one ~ h f f i ~ o u r s e  Inst tute Certificate to  prepare in students Introduction f r the o  Management City & Guilds of 
- 
- A one year course to  prepare students for the Introduction t o  (Graphic Industries). 
&printing Technology examinations t o  be accepted as a candidate 
': :for the following: - 
-z .I . , - - , ,  Department of Education Senior trade Certificate in a Printing 
- 
-#(a) Estimating examination of the British Printing Industries '=--- kf discipline or an equivalent qualification. 
- - Federation. , d v v  " r c a  y u r  I W  r j  ul ; z r  I? . 6 4  ?W:MBIB~ &I migawla~i I P k :  e ~ ~ d  - 
(b) Printing Office Procedure examination of the British Printing - 
PACKAGING 1 ECHNOLOnOY @hm 'rnl*.l~ lndustries Federation. 
This course is intended for management and administrative 
W E  personnel engaged in packaging and related industries. Students 
are prepared for the examinations of the Institute of Packaging. 
l i l l  r y  fa r31  
.ttnwwl 
Entrance Employment in the Packaging Industry. 
Rualifkmth 
PftJ'WT SALES 
A one year course t o  prepare students for the B.P.I.F. Sales 
Examination. 
COST ACCOUNTANCY FOR PRIN-~ 
A one year course designed to  prepare students for the 
examinations of the British Printing lndustries Federation. 
Royal Society of Arts Certificate in Accounting and Office 
Procedure, or equivalent. 
A one year course designed to  prepare students for t 
examination of the British Printing Industries Federation. 
BOOK AND ARCHIVE RE$TORATION 
PAPER TECHNOLOGY 
A two-year course for person 
and Packaging Industries. St  m e  purpose of this one year course is to  train students in the 
examinatbn of the National mmh: and Presentation of books, documents, etc. is of particular value to  the staffs of hand bindaries, local record (London). . offices and those libraries concerned with the care of 
manuscripts and archives. Attendance is required 0" one 
Leaving Certificate or equivalent. @ning Per week. Students will be required to provide some of 
- 
- . 
Leaving Certificate or Department of Education Senior 
Certificate in a graphic arts subject or other equivalent 
qualification. 
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This one year evening course for personnel employed in the 
Prining industry provides instruction in the latest techniques, 
and covers the whole range of materials and technology used in 
print finishing processes. 
This is a one year course for personnel employed in the Printing 
Industry with instruction in the latest techniques of lithographic 
plate making and press operation. 
This one year evening course for suitably qualified personnel. 
deals with a wide range of electronic composition equipment. 
This is a one year course for suitably qualified personnel. 
covering all aspects of origination, planning and camera. 
DESK TOP PUBUSHINO 
This course is for personnel requiring training in Desk Top 
Publishing. Design is an important feature of the course. A 
second year course is available for those wishing t o  pursue 
computer aided design. 
SCREEN PRINTING 
This is a t w o  year course leading to  the award of a City an 
Guilds Certificate in Screen Printing. 
EXPANDING THE COLLEGE'S RESEARCH AND CONS ANCY ACTIVITIES AND LINKS WITH INDUSTRY 
The College has a total enrolment of nearly 7.000 students including more than 
2000 fulltime students. 1800 part-time students and over 3.000 craft 
apprentices who attend through either a day release or block release 
arrangement. A t  least 4.500 of these students are already in employment and 
this helps to maintain close links between industries which sponsor or employ 
them and the College. 
The work of the College is focused in three main disciplines relating to the 
Construction. Engineering and Printing sectors and almost all of it is 
technologically based. 
The College has developed a number of specialised units or activities in 
response t o  identified needs. These include: 
(a) Advanced Manufacturing Technology (AMT) Centre which is partially funded 
by the office of the Minister for Science and Technology and Eolas to 
provide specialised training and consultancy services for industry with a 
particular emphasis on Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS). Further 
information is available from Mr. Oliver McNulty. Director of the Centre. 
(b) The College offers a number of "Training for Trainers" courses under the 
EC Eurotecnet programme in areas such as Advanced Manufacturing. 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) and Quality Control. Further information is 
available from Mr. Michael Murphy, (Vice Principal). 
(c) wi th the aid of the EC STAR programme the Collelge has developed a 
Building lnformation Centre to provide better infolrmation services on 
appropriate products and services to the lrish Construction lndulstry and its 
associated professions. This has a computerised database and is accessed 
by enquirem udng the telepkane netwsrk. It helps to  wtabtish and maintain 
closw links b@@wam the Callage and the Construction Industry. The 
Manager crf the Centre is Mr Eamon Buckley and he may be contacted in 
Room 133 in the Colllege. 
(dl The College in association with the other DIT Colleges operates a 
ProductlProject Development Centre which supports young graduates while 
they are developing their project work towards commav~i~ l  exploitation. 
Where considered appropriate they may use College facilities and draw on 
the expertise of its staff. They are provided with formal instruction on 
relevant aspect of entrepreneurship including the preparation of business 
plans, patent law, marketing and other relevant topics. Enquiries should be 
directed to Mr. Rea OBNeill, DlT Industrial L ia isd f f i ce r ,  14 Upper Mount 
Street, Dublin 2. 
(e) The College has been working closely with the lrish Timber Couneil in 
promoting the greater use of lrish timber. This has involved conductinlg a 
number of surveys amongst potential users with a view to identifying the 
main i)ssues that hawe to  be addressed anld arganising seminars and other 
promotional activities. The next phase of this work is to undertake R & D 
into some of the key aspects and to develop a series of special training 
programmes for staff eimployed in the industry recognising that llreland now 
has signiffcant forest resources ready for commercial exploitation. Further 
information is available from Dr. P. McCormack. 
The Minister for Science and Technology has recently agreed to fund the 
appointmanit of a fu~lltime Industrbl Lhbon O;fflcar to assist in promoting anel 
managing the Collsge's R & D activities and it ilo expected that this wAl lead to 
a a.igniflcant expansion in work o# this kind. 
General enauiries should be directed to: The industrial Liaison Office, Room 
Operating a terminal linked to the Computerissd Date Base of the 
Building Information Centre /s its Manager Mr. Eamon Buckley. 
GENERAL REGULATIONS 
of the 
DUBLllW INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
Students am admitted subject to the regulations of the lnstifffte and its Cdleges 
as amended from time to Zime. 
1. The appllications and enrolment dates for cou~raes offered in the Institute 
shall be as published annually by the Institute. &-* 
2. Fees must be paid in full on enrolment and before admission to class by 
bank giro, cash, bankers draft, money order or guarantee from a granting 
body. 
3. Intending students should note the Entry Requirements for admission to 
the various courses before making an application for admission to classes 
or courses. The applicant may be required to attend for interview and the 
College must be satisfied as to hlis/her ability to benefit from the 
proposed classes or course. Approval in this respect must be endorsed 
on the enrolment form by the designated College authority. A College 
may require an applicant to pass an entrance test andlor a suitability test 
before admitting him/her to any class or course. 
4. Only in exceptional circumstances and subject to the additional payment 
of a late fee of £35 will applicants be admitted after the enrolment date 
as referred to in 1. 
5. The sole proof of enrolment iq any class or course in the College is the 
Official Receipt for the class pr course fees paid. The Official Receipt 
must be shown to the Lecturdr on first attendance at each class of the 
course. LeCtu~eh are authoPised to refuse admission to classes of 
students who do not show their Official Receipts. 
6. Fees are not refundable except where a class or course does not form. 
7. New students will be issued with an Identity Card. For this purpose and 
for the College records students must provide, at their own expanse, 
three copies of a recant photograph (not returnable) of pesspwt type and 
size. The Identity Card is the Property of the Colldge and may be 
demanded by the College or its officers or agents at any time. Where 
fdentity Cards have been lost or are no longer usable the College should 
be informed as soon as possible and three copies of a recent photograph 
must again be provided as in the case of first enrolment. Students should 
I 
note that an appropriate charge wiH be made t o r  ieplacernent of Identity 
Cards. 
8. The onus is on the student to  notify chanlge of address or place of 
employment to the SecretarylRegistrar immediately. 
9. The College Principal, subject to  the approval of the Vocational 1 8. 
Educational Committee and the Academic Council, may change any 
course and any or all of the examination regulations. The relevant 
students shall be given due notice of any such change. 
I 
I 
1 1. No exchange of classes may be made after enrolment without the 
written consent of the Principal. 
10. The College Principal may change the day and time of any class and may 
cancel classes where the enrolment or attendance is considered 
inadequate. If for some reason a lecturer cannot attend, classes may be 
cancelled without notice. 
, 
Overseas Students 
Overseas students are required to  hold the Leaving Certificate of the 
Department of Education or the General Certificate of Education Ordinary 
Level in six subjects including English and Mathematics or equivalent 
qualification. Applicants for professional or degree level courses are also 
required t o  have a minimum of t w o  GCE Advanced Level Subjects or 
equivalent. 
Where requested applications must be accompanied by a letter of 
recommendation from the Diplomatic Representative of the Country of 
origin in Ireland, or, where there is no such representative, from the 
Ministry of Education in the country of origin. No applications will be 
accepted from overseas applicants for admission t o  part-time day or 




1. Students are expected to  participate in  College activities in the manner 
conducive to  establishing a sound educational atmosphere. I 
2. All students are required t o  observe the published regulations laid down 
by the College. I 
3. Any student disrupting or causing disruption of any College activity may 
be suspended from College. I 
4. Students must at all times obey the lawful instruction of lecturers and 
other members of the college staff who are responsible for the 
maintenance of good order. I 
5. Misconduct i'n any of the Colleges comprising the lnstitute may lead to 
suspension by the College Principal of the student or students concerned. I 
6. Students are liable for the cost of repair or replacement of Institute or 
College property maliciously or negligently damaged by them. I 
7. Students are not allowed t o  smoke in the College except in areas 
designated for smoking. 
Students are required to carry their Identity Card with them while in 
College or wherever they may be required to  identify themselves as 
students of the College. 
The Vocational Educational Committee reserves the right to  expel from 
the College at any time any student whose conduct is in serious breach 
of the regulations. 
Only College or lnstitute societies and clubs may advertise in the College. 
Students may only display posters and notices on the designated notice 
boards with the permission of the College SecretaryIRegistrar in the 
College concerned. 
, 
Student groups wishing to  hold meetings in the College should make 
application in advance and receive the permission of the 
SecretaryIRegistrar before such meetings take place. 
Alcoholic drink may not be brought into the building or grounds of the 
College without the prior permission of the College Principal. 
Students are forbidden to  park carslbicycleslmotor cycles except in such 
places as they are authorised to  do so from time to  time. 
The College SecretarylRegistrar must be consulted in advance if College 
organisations or Students Unions propose to arrange parades, collections, 
demonstrations or any other activities of this kind, using the name of the 
Dublin lnstitute of Technology, or the name of any of the Colleges 
comprising the Institute. Approval is given on the understanding that 
relevant bye-laws and such conditions as are set down by the College 
will be observed. Notice t o  the appropriate public authorities where 
required, should be arranged well in advance. Individual students 
participating in the name of the College in any activity outside College 
remain subject t o  the general regulation that students' conduct shall not 
bring the College into disrepute. 
An  appeal by a student against a decision on disciplinary matters may be 
made by the student through the College concerned to  the Disciplinary 
Appeals Board of the lnstitute. The Board shall comprise a membership 
as follows: 
(i) Chairman of the lnstitute or a member of the Committee acting on 
the Governing Body and nominated by the Chairman; 
(ii) The Chief Executive Officer; 
(iii) A College Principal of another DIT College; 
(iv) A Student Representative. 
No member of a disciplinary committee may be a member of the Appeals 
board. 
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A Student is expected to attend' all subjects classcis in all unless 
specifically exempted from doing so and a minimum attendance of 75% 
in all subjects of the course is required. 
2. Students who fail to comply with this requirement without satisfactory 
explanation to the College SecretarylRegistrar may be refused permission 
to sit college examinations. and endorsement of their entries for external 
examination may similarly be refused. 
3. The Vocational Education Committee may expel any student without 
refund of fees. for irregular or unpunctual attendance. Three successive 
absences or unsatisfactory attendance from any class may lead to 
suspension from the entire course, unless a satisfactory written 
explanation is submitted to  the Principal. 
-- 
4. Students must provide themselves with such books, instruments and 
equipment (including special clothing) as their classes may. in the opinion 
of the College, require. Safety precautions, and such otlher regulations as 
the work of the College may require, must be observed as prescribed. 
5. Students are required to keep such notebooks and record books. and to 
undertake and submit by the dates specified such course work and 
assignments as specified by members of the teaching staff. Failure in this 
respect may lead to suspension or expulsion. 
6. Apprentices should note that details of employment and the attendance 
of all apprentices enrolled in release courses are made available to the 
relevant authority and employer. 
, w , l M W G  BODIES 
Ejrterd The courses relate to the Examinations of the following 
ExaM~tioill): bodies: - 
I. hpsrtment (81 T6d;rnat~g#cd Certificate E x s m i ~ n  i 
af EdwatJon Building 
Mechanical Engineering 
Motor Car Engineering 
Mathematics 
CbJ Tmda Cautificate Exmhralian in: 
(i) Bricklaying and Masonry 
(ii) Cabinetmaking 
(iii) Carpentry and Joinery 
(iv) Compositors' Work 
(v) Lithography 
(vi) Bookbinding 
(vii) Motor Car Engineering 
(ix) Plasterers' Work 
(x) Plumbing 
(xi) Fitters' & Turners Work 
(xii) Toolmaking 
(xiv) Metal Fabrication 
(xiv) Sheet Metalwork 
(xv) Welding. 
hfessionsl (i) Construction Surveyors' Institute 
I ~ ~ o n s  (ii) The Engineering Council 
(iii) lnstitution of :Engineers of Ireland 
(iv) lnstitution of Mechanical Engineers 
(v) lnstitution of Production Engineers 
(vi) lnstitution of Structural Engineers 
(vii) Chartered Institute of Building Services 
(viii) lnstitution of Industrial Managers 
(ix) Chartered lnstitute of Building 
(x) Royal lnstitution of Chartered Surveyors 
(xi) Royal lnstitute of the Architects of Ireland 
(xii) lnstitution of Road Transport Engineers 
3. Other 
Bodles 
(i) British Federation of Master Printers 
(ii) City & Guilds of London lnstitute 
(iii) Department of Tourism & Transport 
(Licences in Aeronautical Engineering) 
(iv) lnstitute of Domestic Heating Engineers 
Iv) lnstitute of Motor Industry 
(vi) National Association of Paper Merchants 
CITY OF I)V@LIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATIOH COMMITTEE 
The College operates under the City of Dublin Vocational Educational 
Committee. The CDVEC is assisted by a number of committees, including a 
Governing Body of the Dublin Institute of Technology, College Councils for each 
of its six colleges, a joint Academic Council and an Apprentice Education Board. 
. c , r - 4 .  : I  
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Councillor Patrick Carey, (Chairman) 
Councillor Michael Donnelly, (Vice-Chairman) 
Councillor Andrew Callaghan 
Mr. Michael Cotter 
Mr. Patrick Donegan 
Mr. Barry Early PC 
Councillor Liam Fitzgerald TD 
Councillor Mary Hanafin 
Mr. Sean Lyons 
Alderman Thomas MacGiolla TD 
Councillor Charles McManus 
Councillor Michael O'Halloran, PC 
Shamus Uas Puirseil 
Colin Wilson (Student Representative) 
Mr. W. J. Arundel, Chief Executive Officer 
MEM- CMT moY 
Mr. Michael Cotter (Chairman) 
Councillor Liam Fitzgerald TD 
Councillor Patrick Carey 
Councillor Mary Hanafin 
Councillor Michael O'Halloran PC 
Shamus Uas Puirseil 
Mr. Michael O'Donnell 
Mr. William Gardner 
Mr. Tom Fitzpatrick 
Mr. Gerry Shanahan 
Mr. Wolf gang Truetzschler 
Mr. Chris Wall 
MEMBERs. OF COLLME CWNGIL 
Councillor Patrick Carey (Chairman) 
Mr. John Crimmins 
Mr. Patrick Donegan 
Mr. Barry Early 
Alderman Tomes MacGiolla TD 
Councillor Andrew Callaghan 
Mr. Richard Kearney 
Mr. Charles O'Rourke 
Mr. Michael O'Donnell (College Principal) 
Mr. Aidan Powell 
Miss Alice Prendergast, Staff Representative 
Mr. Gary Croke, Student Representative 
MEMBERS OF AaDEMiC ma 
Mr. K. Sullivan (Chairman) DipEng MSc MlEl 
Mr. C.L. Grant (De~utv Chairman) MA MEd MLitt BComm HDipEd - . - - 
Ms. V. Abbott M A ' H D ~ ~ E ~  MIL 
Dr. I. Beausang BMus MA PhD LRAM DipCSM (Deputising for Ms. E. Farrell) 
Mr. F. M. Brennan DipEE CEng FIE1 FIERE 
Ms. A. Bruton BArch MRlAl RlBA MSDl ACIAHO 
Mr. R. Burns BSc MSc 
Mr. J.T. Byrne BComm MEconSc 
Mr. J.T. Cotter BSc MSc 
Mr. J. Creagh MA ANCA ATC MSDl 
Mr. E. DeBurca FRlCS 
Dr. T. Dalgic BA MBA PhD 
- and 
Mr. J.J. Doherty BA 
Ms. E. Farrell BMus MMus 
Dr. J.C. Fisher BA BAI HDipEd PhD CEng MlEl 
Mr. G, Fitzpatrick BA BCemm FCA 
Mr. P.R. Flood BComm MPA FMll MllTM 
Mr. W. Gardner (Student Representative) 
Dr. B. Goldsmith BSc MSc DPhil 
Dr. M. Hearn MEd BSocSc DipDomSc HDipEd PhD 
Mr. J. A. He~arty MEd DipHtlMgt MlHCl 
Mr. F. Heneghan BE BMus CEng MlMechE FTCL LRlAM 
Mr. P.J. Henry BComm MBA 
Mr. J.S. Hickey MSc BA 
Mr. R.T. Holmes MMus BMus ACRM 
Dr. M. Hussey BE MSG PhD CPhys Flnstp CEng MlEE 
Mr. E. Kelly BA (MOD) MSc Mangt Sc 
Mr. F. Lane BA DipAppPsych 
Mr. R. J. Lawlor BA MBA MlHCl 
Dr. D. McGuinne BFA MSDl 
Mr. F. McMahon BComm MBA MlHCl 
Mr. 0. McNulty CEng FIE1 ARTCS MlStrucE 
Mr. T.P. Madden BComm FlMA FllF MlPM MllTM 
Mr. M. Murphy DipEng MSc CEng MlMechE 
Mr. C.J. Nutty BA MPA FMS 
Mr. A.P. O'Connor BComm DPA MlPM MllTD 
Mr. B.J O'Connor CEng MIERE 
Mr. M.OIDonnell MEconSc BE BComm CEng FIE1 
Mr. J.J. O'Keeffe BArch FRlAl 
Mr. P.J. O'Neill BComm 
Dr. M. Proctor MSc PhD MlFSTl MlHCl 
Mr. E.J. Rothery BSc CChem FRlC FlCl MlBiol 
Ms. B.A. Ryan BSc MSc CBiol DiplndMicrob 
Mr. J.F. Ryan MA BComm DPA 
Mr. J.K. Taaffe BSc MSC Cphys MlnstP MBA HDipEd DipProd Barrister-at-Law 
Ms. K.M. Tierney MA 
Mr. G. Walker BA HDipEd MRP MlPl 
Mr. J. Bernie TEng (CEI) MlnstG TechE (Apprentice Education Board Observer) 
Mr. J. Morrissey BA HDipEd (Board of Studies Observer) 
Mr. T. Duff (Academic Registrar) BSc CEng MlProdE 
Mr. E.P. Tuffy (Education Officer) BSc MEd CGL (FETC) 
MEMBERS OF APPRENTICE EDUCATIOM BOARD 
Mr. M.P. Farrell CEng MlEE MlEl (Chairman) 
Mr. J. Bernie IEng. MlMechlE 
Mr. J. Erraught MCFA LCG MlHCl 
Mr. R. Eustace BSc tMechE) 
Mr. T. Giblin MlMl FTC (C&G) 
Mr. P. Kelly FTC HTC 
Mr. B. Kennedy BA FTC (C&G) MlOP LCG 
Mr. D, O'Brien NB Dip FTC (CGLI) 
Mr. T. OfConnor BA 
Mr. J. O'Dcmnell BAHPipEdlEng(EC) MlESEClE 
Mr. K. OBFarrell FTC (EEP) (GLI Final BEP) Dept. of Eng.) 
Mr. P. O'Neill 
Mr. B. Rooney FTC (C&G) Techweld I 
Mr. A. Whelan 
ACADEMIC STAFF 
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE 
SURVEYING AND BUILDING 
Vice Principal and Head of School: 
Gerald Walker BA HDipEd MRP MlPl 
Department of Architecture aqd 
Town Plannilng 
Head of Department: John O'Keeffe BArch FRlAl 
Assistant Heads: Sean Gaynor DipArch MRlAl 
Sean Rothery BArch PhD FRlAl 
ARlBA 
Staff Lecturers 
Niall Brennan Dip Arch MRlAl 
Niall Downes BArch MRlA 
Michael Fewer DipArch MRlAl 
Francis Ford MArch and UD DipArch MRlAl 
Robert Fowler DipArch MRlAl 
William Gilligan BArch FRlAl 
Dermot Healy DipArch MRlAl 
Fergus A Hogan DipArch MRlAl 
James Horan DipArch MRlAl 
John Lauder BE DipEng (MGT) Dip EngComp 
Peter S Manning BArch MRlAl 
Gerard Mitchell BArch MLA ARlBA 
Eamonn O'Doherty BArch MRlAl 
Desmond G O'Dwyer DipArch 
Martin Ridge DipArch MRlAl 
Duncan Stewart BArch MRlAl 
Part-time Staff 
Denis Bannister DipArch 
Gerard F Cantan DipArch MRlAl 
Liam Carlin MRlAl ARlBA 
E Conroy DipArch MRlAl 
Anthony Cosgrave TechEng DipA&F ACIBSE 
Patrick Doris MlATT 
Brendan Grimes BA KipArch MRlAl 
Orna Hanly DipArch MRlAl 
David Harris BArch 
Michael Jordan BE 
David Kelly DipArch MRlAl 
Thomas Kirk BArch MRlAl 
Ditty Kummer DipGraphics 
David Laverty 
Niall McCullough BArch MRlAl 
Raymond MacDonnell BArch MRlAl 
Michael McGarry BArch MRlAl 
Sean McGovern BArch MRlAl 
Valerie Mulvin BArch MRlAl 
Thomas O'Beirne BArch MRlAl 
Siobhan O'Dea DipArch BScArch 
Barbara OQoherty 
Hugh O'Neill BA 
Edmund O'Shea DipArch MRlAl 
Michael O'Sullivan DipArch MRlAl 
John Scuffins MlAAT 
Neil Sholdice DipArch MRlAl 
Bernadette Solan DipArch MRlAl 
Noel Somerville DipArch MRlAl 
D L Swan MA 
Ethna Walls DipArch BArch SC MRlAl 
External Examiners 
Robert Creedon MRlAl RlBA 
Colman O'Donoghue DlpArch MRlAl 
Ciaran O'Connor DlpArch MRlAl 
Oliver Dufau Architecte DPLG 
Anthony Horan BA FRlAl MSDl 
Luigi Moretti Prof. Roma. 
Dep- w sumlog  &rEktbvg 
TBc)ffWd@gy 
Head of Department: Eanna De Burca FRlCS 
Assistant Heads: Joseph P. Davis BComm MSc 
(Econ) CertEdDipStats ARKS 
John Dixon BSc FlnstCES 
Thomas A Dunne FRlCS MlAVl 
Vacancy 
Staff Lecturers 
Ursula Barry BPI 
Thomas ~ ~ r n e + l "  C%&G) 
Donal Cooper W lOB 
Eamonn Donnelly DipGeo-Surv Mlnst CES 
Brendan Dunne MCIO'B FIAS 
Timothy Enright ARCS 
Martin Henratty DipCon Econ ARCS 
Frank W. Harte DipArch MRlAl 
Sean Loftus Barrister-at-Law 
John McCarthy BArch 
Sean McCarthy BE 
Eugene McGovsrn DipOeo-Surv Mlnst, CES 
Declan McKeown DipEnvEcon MSc ARICS, AlArb 
MIAW 
John Molloy ARCS Dip EEcon 
Kevin Mooney MSC DipGeo-Surv lnst CES 
Roderick Murphy PhD BL 
John A O'Dmohoe FCA ATll 
Cornelius )O8$hea BSc DSpArch BArch Sc MRlA 
Wifliam D O1'Sultkran ARKS MSc 
Francis Prendeirgast MSc DipGeo-Surv Mlnst CES 
Paul Qllihn ARES WpConEcon 
Bernard Skdt8n ARICS 
Desmond Stark Barrister-@-Law 
Damien C. Turley BE W c  P Eng Can) MlEl 
Rory Walsh ARCS 
Stephen Walsh BA 1Mod MA 
Tadhg Walshe BE MllE CEng MlEl 
Part-time Staff 
Bernard Lser C w e  Byme 5E Mk6:E AMSttutE 
Rebe@ &mhgs MEoom) DPRI 
John K e ~ f l ~ y  MRlAl 
Yvonne M;eOiym Dip GBQ-SUW 
Malcolm Mitchell 
Joe OcByrne FClOB 
r"ltno.thy OrHalloran FRlCS 
Migmh O'Rerilly DipGm-Sufv 
Entema1 Examiners 
Alstair Adair BA Cert ED. ARIES 
Michael Brand, Wc. FRlCS 
Prof. Roger Burgess EWch ARLBA MBIM FClOB 
Kevin Callan F43ICS, FCIOB, ACIArb 
Prof. David CYZrddIuk MSc., ARICS, MRTPl 
Dr. Atm Dod8on Ph D. 
Jahn Grew BA MA MRTP,t 
Prof. Peter YiMberd MQB, FRE0. BClApb 
MOch&ei tCec@t M( DE,, &RIGS, WIAY3 
Rbh&d Kiwan BE,, MlEl . 
Bmndan WMara, Dip Con Uwn., FFCICS 
Desmond O"T0al.e ARlCS 
MIchael Patoha MCDB 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Vke C r M p d  and Head of @&&a1 
Michael Murphy DipEng lWfSc Wng  MlMechE 
.- 7 
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Head of Departmiunt: Oliver MrcMulty CEng PIE1 
AIRTCS FIlM 
kss i smt  Heads: 
Daniel Byrne CEng AMlnstF MCIBS MEl  
Neil Gillwpiar CEng M41MeahE 
Matthew Russell MSc CEng FlEl MIPrctdE CertEd U 
of London 
staff Lc twes 
Liam Archer CEng MlMechE 
Kenneth Beattie BSc MlMechE MClBSE 
John A. Butler DipEng AMinstF Cling. MIMechE 
MlFirE 
Albert Byrne MfPHE 
Michael Crowley BSc HDipEd MCIBSE 
Jahn Ca8h HE MS CEng MI MechE 
James Canlon CEqg WEE 
Gabriel Corcorm BA BBi Mq SC MlEl 
Ben CwmMa BA CEng MCIBBE Winst 
Wirrim @fim CEng MIFI 
J m h  B W  'BE CEng Fpsyt~uct E MPi 
Ma# hv&q M P ~ R ~  Rdc Fng3 M M  
tot& Bma&m F&ESE Minstf 
P a f M  Qq le  CEng W E  W 
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M m a  m ~ ~ w  a#ng MSC 
Lhm Henry 'CEng h@tO!ERA.'E 
yllohn H ich ion  BE 
~@wrrt+~-wriing CEng MRAES FlMC 
JWh K~#l-r RE 
4- ~~ndb&n CEng Ml8trutxE MEtl 
W t n  t q  @4 BhtnC%g TMS&UCTE MII 
hwkk ik4~atlgh~~d BSC -6 
J o h  W&uillah CEng MfSMech MRI 
R@'Isert k%hmy+BE MEng MIS~~MEW ME1 
h n a l  Murphy MlED 
Jdhn Peelo BE CEng MlEl MlMechE 
W#jam Reddington BE MEngSc MlEl 
J O I ~ ~ I  Thomas BSC (Eng) MED MlEl 
ddfih' Vickery DipEng CEng MlEl 
d o h  R, Wormald CEng MlMechE C Dip A F 
I @ ~ d ~ o o d s  ME1 PhD 
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William J. Costello DipEng CEng MlMech EMSc 
AMBlM 




John Horgan TEng (CEI) MlMech TE 
Michqel Kelly 
Raymond Loughran 




Desmond P. O'Loughlin 





Margaret Whelan DipEngBSc 
External Examiners 
Michael Buckley BE CEng MClBSE MASHRAE 
Michael Brogan BE CEng MlMechE 
Dr D J Croome BSc PhD FCIBSE 
Michael Farrell CEng MlMechE MClBSE 
Prof. E. Hanrahan ME PhD CEng FIE1 
John Higgins BE CEng FIE1 MICE 
Prof G Hitchings MSc PhD CEng MlMechE MlEl 
Christian Lund BE MIE 
Prof. K.J. Miller BSc PhD MA CEng MlProdE 
MlMech MIM 
Eamon O'Brien FlClBSE MASHRAE M.ConstE 
Prof. J.D. O'Keeffe BE PhD CEng FlSC MASCE 
Anthony Quinlan BE MlEl 
Morgan Sheehy BE CEng FI'EI FlStructE 
John Towers CEng 
lbpmmmz d Wenw, Mathadm & 
amera? bWfw 
Head of DepaRment: Jeremiah Cotter MSG 
Assistant Heads: 
Gerard Lawlor MSc 
Patrick J. McCormack PhD MlnstP 
~pprenticeship Area: Philip Murray BE MA1 MPA 
MIEI 
Head of Computing: John Turner BE MEngSc 
Whole-time Staff 
John Boland BScHDipEd 
Patrick Carroll MSc 
Elizabeth T. Clancy BSc 
John J. Dohem BA 
John T. Downes CEng MlEl AMlEE 
Brendan Duff BSc , 
Margaret Duignan BSc HDip Ed 
' .* 
Thomas Dunphy BE MEng Sc 
. 8 -  8 
Clive Garland BBS Dip SacSc DipAppSocSc @4SW 
FETC 
Martin Hanrahan BA HDipEd Peter Fahy lEng MlMl IProdE 
Patrick Henry 'MA ClSA Enda Fagan FTC (C&Gl SlMl TechDip 
Padraic Houston BSc MSc PhD Colm Garvey MSc PGCE CDipAf AFlMA 
Brian F. Hurley MSc Martin Hanrahan BA HDipEd I 
James Kelly BA (Mod) Alan Harbron SlMl TechDip 
Patrick F. McCann BSc HDipEd John Kelleher 
Donal McCarthy CEng MlEl T.J. Kernan FTC (C&G) SlMT Tech Dip 
William McCarthy CEng MlEl Michael Kelly SlMl TechDip FlMH 
Arthur McCrory MSc Paul Lalor CGlA MlRTE lEng MlMl LCG SlMl 
Lorcan McDerrnott BA MLitt TechDip 
Eugene McGoldrick BE MEngSc PhD James McGAuran SlMl TechDip 
David Meehan BSc MSc CPhys CEng MlEE HDipEd Edward Nolan SlMl TechDip 
Anthony O'Boyle BE HDipEd Alexander O'Hanlon SlMl TechDip 
Gerard O'Brien BE Paul Purcell SlMl TechDip MlMl 
Thomas O'Connor BA John Shortt SlMl TechDip MlMl 
Sean 0 hOgain MSc HDipEd Garrett Sinnott SlMl TechDip AMlMl 
Susan O'Shaughnessy MA H DipEd Paul Wearan SlMl TechDip FTC (C&GIIBrl 
Con 0 Suilleabhain M c  PhD DipChemE John Wilcox SlMl TechDip .Y I + 
Eamonn O'Sullivan DipEd BE - -- 
Alice Prendergast BComm HDipEd Part-time Staff :& 
Louis R. Purton BSc HDipEd 
John Quinn MTC MlMl 
Declan Allen SlMl TechDip AMlMi *'-d 
Joseph Allidine MlRTE James Bassett SlMl TechDip 
James Quinn MSC MlndEng Hugh Cafferky B1 
Brenda Ryan BSc William Carroll BComm LDip 
Evelyn Thornhill-Cawley BSocSc Derek Colley 
Michael Whelan AArts BSc MSc Francis Curran MlMl 
Joseph Devlin 
Part-time Staff Desmond Duffy AMlMl 
Anna Breslin-Kelly BA MA Damien Donlon 
Adrian Buckley BE Charles Duggan MlMl 
Maurice Coakley BA Thomas Dunphy 
Edward Conlon BSocSc Thomas Farrell SlMl TechDip 
Christa Droth-Wagner Sean Guirke DipMlM 
Richard Goad BE MEngSc MlEl Michael Hall BA HDip 
Anselm GriRen BSc HDipEd Francis McGrane SlMl TechDip AMIMI 
Patricia Keegan BSc PhD Brendan Meehan BComm 
Richard Lawlor MSC Michael Mooney BL 
Maeve O'Connor BSc (App Science) Lackman Mehta SlMl TechDip 
Peter OfHalloran BA Peter Mulcahy 
Patrick J. 0"eilly Thomas Murphy SlMl TechDip AIPlantE, LAE, LCG, 
Thomas Power BA MBS AMIMI, NCC 
Domhnall Sheridan BSc John O'Gorman MlMl MlMS 
Derek Shiel MSc Francis O'Neill 
Michael Ryan MlMl lEng MlRTE 
Edwin Ryanhart 
SCHOOL OF TRADES Colin Shedridan SlMl TechDip AM Eamon Whelan 
Vice Principal and Head of School 
Matthew P. Farrell CEng MlEE MlEl External Examhers 
Brendan McMahon BSc lEng FlMl A 
Jonathan Parkins BEdtHons) lEng LAE FlMl AlRT 
SCHOOL OF ENqMmns:_113 TRADES 
~ m d  of school: Vacanl$~)'~:.~ I.. :i #: a Department of Engfndng 1 fad 
Y. ,q I? I ;= Head of Department: Robert L Eusta 
W n t  of ~utomobk Enginmring Assistant Head: Joseph Sheils 
Head of Department: Vacant 
Assistant Heads: Whole-time Staff 
Dominick Tuite lEng MlMl MlRTE SlMl TechDip Desmond Aungier 
Kenneth Bracken SlMl TechDip MlMl AlRTE David Cox 
Martin Dunne FTC (C&G) 
Whole-time Staff 
James McKenna TEng (CEI) AMIProctE 
William Mowlds 
Charles B 0 '~r ien  lEng MIProdE 
Michael Ring C&G Tech 
Ciaran Smith 
















Department of A e r m a g W  
mgin=h 
Head of Department: Vacant 
Assistant Head: 
William J. Brazil TEng (CEI) AMlProdE 
Whole-time Staff 
Thomas Corrigan FTC (C&G) AFSLAET TEng (CEI) 
Part-time Staff 
D.P. Slattery Lic Nav 
Robert Spencer AME 
J.B. Thompson CPL 
Desmond Walsh LME 
Head of School: Joseph Bernie lEng MlMechlE 
Hrtad of Depammi:  Vacant 
Assistant Heads: 
Joseph Lawlor BA HDipEd FlBD 
Frederick Hosford Final C&G AdvCert 
Whole-time Staff 
Martin Brennan C&G AdvCert 
Patrick Cullen C&G AdvCert 
James P. Doyle C&G FTC LCG 
John Kane FTC C&G FETC 
William Lacey C&G FTC LCG 
Gerard McGrath C&G AdvCert 
Peter McMullen C&G AdvCert 
Patrick McNally C&G FTC 
Martin Sneyd FTC & C&G FETC 
Part-time Staff 
John Davis C&G FTC 
John Duffy C&G FTC 
George Monks C&G FTC FETC . 
Andrew O'Kelly BSc ARCS 
Thomas O'Reillv 
Denis Barry LME 
Gerry Bracken BSc External Examinlers 
John Byron Owen Lewis BArch MSc FRlAl 
Joseph Clarke MSLAET Leslie Wilder FCIOB 
Gerald Clifford FAA FDL Adv. Instructor Rating 
Patrick Coffey ATC LIC 
Jarleth Conerney LME, FBlS 
P Cooke 
William Crowley AME 
John Dooley LME Whole-time Staff 
Brendan Downey LME Martin Carragher MinstCe 
Joseph Elliott Andrew Dunne FTC (C&G 
M Forde AMEMSLAT William Edwards C&G 
D Geraghty Aidan Halpin ABlCC Final 
John Grey ATC LIC Christopher P. Kelly LIDB 
Paul Gorey AME Patrick Kelly Mlnst Cert 
Ambrose Jameson LME Michael McDonnell (C&G) 
Peter Kelly ACE John McGuirk ABlCC FTC (C&G) 
F Keoghan , Robert McShane FTC (C&G) HTC 
James Keyes David Kingston LME Peter Murphy FTC (C&G) 
Gerard McCann AME Dermot Russell FTC (C&G) M 
Patrick Maguire AME James S. Stewart FTC (C&G) 
Noel Minihan LME TEng (CEI) Thomas Tutty (C&G) 
Michael Mulcahy 
David Murray ROL 
Brendan Murphy LME 
Andrew O'Kelly 
Anton Mazer W D l  
M r n  J. Q'Gonnor BDes NCPrD 
m d  o( f3.p-m: Brendan Rooney FTC (C6G) JQWph FTC 'Ca'b LGO 
TeehWeId 1 Frederiek Snowe ACC (CQG) 
AeektcNIf Heads? Anthony Thursby ACC (C&G) 
Charles J. Murtey MIED 
Seamus Fdlutrm lEng FlOP MIWEM Sen A Weld EM~FIWII ExamEne~ bslw Heath BEd (Hone) 
Whole-the SWf 
Duncan Weridge Final C I G  
Patrick Carpenter FTC (C&W 
Thomas Cotley Finat CBG Tech MlP 
Derek Cummins C&G Tech 
Edward Donoghue Final C&G lEng MlET 
Daniel Gahan Final GBG 
Brian Gitbert Ffnal C&G 
William Jaokson Final C&G Tech 
Denis Lynch Adv C&G M!@P 
Gabriel McGreer Final C&G 
Michael McKeogh Fhal C&G Tech MlP 
Paul McMullen Final C&G 
James McSweeney Fhal C&G IEng 
Nicholas Murray Final C&G 
Michael Nicholson C&G Tech 
Seamus O'Connell Final C&G 
Paul Sherlock Final C&G Tech 
John Smam Eng Tech MIP LCG 
Joseph K Waiah FTC C&G MlnstSME 
Jihi*~enderson FlOP CPhys MingtP FRSA 
Jarnag Mirwan 
Bill Murphy MSlbisMWIQDI FlBR 
Don Wh5lfen MA MBA Adv DIP M 
CATHOLE CHkPLAlW 
Rev. Brendan Kearney SJ 
Rev. Dermot McKenna SJ 
Rev. Michael Martin OFM 
Rev. Mkhael Foley SS CC 
Church of Ireland_-Rev. Canon DPR Carmody' 
MethwJtsT ; Rev. Kenneth Lindsey 
Presbyterian - Rev. A.V. Martin 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Michael Whelan AArts BSc MSc 
LIBRARIAN 
Petw Cahalane BA DipLibStud 
Extermal Examhers 
Raymond Cllnton MCIBSE 
Palrick Shwidan BE CEng ?El 
: SCHOOL OF PRINTING AND 
GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS . 
kd: J P Bslian Kennedy BA FTC (GIG) MlOP LGG 
Assistmt b d :  
Jahn M. Faley BA (E~o~on) MIOP FTC (C&G) LCG 
Whole-time Waft 
. 
John Bennett ESA FTC (C&G) FTC (design) LCG 
Mwi Bright ACC (C&G) 
Kenneth Devltt ACC IC&G) APed  CPtg Tech 
C' Peter A. Foley FTC /C&G) LOG 
Mehael Grehan FTET C B G )  MlOP B C o m  
Ronald Hamilton BDw NCkR 
' Terrance f arrefly-Srnfth (Temp Post) . 
Edward Horan ACC C&G) 
Padraig 08Dalaigh BA FTC lCW3 TTO 
W e n t  O'Leary ACCZ G&G) 
K~cnneth Richards Find 6&Q 
Part-time B f f  " 
Anthony Barron Dip in PTe& 
Michael Bennan Phil3 
banal Caw 
Patrick Dolm 
0iarm.M Voorly EL 
Joseph F-n CC (C&G) 
Eiben Fmrmer TDip 
Thrn$S G ~ k h  
PIMp WwEk ACA 
Temme UGG~fmaa 
John McCulloch Bees FSeAD 
Qeanley McDonald F l Z  
COWE ADMINISTRATION . 
segceta Iy I~s tnr r  






Liam Cooke ACISDBS MACRA 
6uikilng Malntmance SupervW 
Vacant 
Locatlon of College8 shown: 




I 2. College of Technology Kevin Street Dublin 8 Telephone 757541 
. Dublin College of Catering 
and Hotel Management 
Cathal Brugha Street 
Dublin 1 
Telephone 747886 
I . College of Commerce Rathmines Dublin 6 Telephone 970666 I . College of Marketing & Design Mountjoy Square Dublin 1 Telephone 363000 
t . College of Music Chatham Row Dublin 2 Telephone 784564 
'. Dublin Institute of Technology 
Admissions Office 
14 Upper Mount Street 
Dublin 2 
Telephone 766584 
